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page eight
The department of theater
and dance presents "Faith
Healer" at 7 tonight and
Saturday night in the Wilson flail Stw.Jio Theatre.

page ten
Playing in their final regular-season
home game. five seniors were recognized
as MSU defeated Tennessee State 100-79 ·
on Monday.
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ATF finds explosives
by Marci Owen
OC\\'S

editor

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is continuing an
investigation into the discovery of
several explosive devices found
last week in a Murray residence.
After a complaint was filed with
the ATF in Louisville. bureau
agents, along with officers from
Paducah's Explosive Ordinance
Disposal Unit and the Murray
Police Department, found several
explosive devices and hazardous
chemicals during a search of a residence at 1405 W. Main Street.
According to a press release
from the Paducah Police Depart·

menl, the search, which began at
4:30 a.m. Feb. 20 and ended at 7
a.m. Feb. 21. produced explosive
items, including grenades. a rocket launcher and a detonator
device.
Officers also l'ound several
volatile chemicals used in the
of explosives,
manufacture
including antimony sulfide. mercury metal. silver nitratl! and sulfuric acid. Survivalist books,
-;orne pertaining to explosives and
booby traps, also were located.
The Environmental Protection
Agency was notified and provided
assistance in the safe disposal of
I he chemicals.
ATF spokeswoman l.nur.l Yolk

Budget cuts may impact
science complex project

said no one was present al the
time of the search, anc.l no arrests
have been made.
Yolk said Tuesday that suspected components of the search were
sent to a Maryland lab for analysis. She said she wus unsure when
the results would be available, but
"certainly not immediately."
Murray State A~si~tant Public
Safety Director Larry Nixon said
because Murray State police were
not involved in the investigation,
he did not have information on the
incident. However, Nixon said the
University does have contingency
plans to address incident~ of similar nature that might occur on
University property.

by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
The construction of the new
science complex is currently
ahead of schedule, but budget cuts may bring plans to a
s tandsti II.
University President F.
King Alexander sa1d the construction, which began last
year after the University considered renovating the Blackburn Science Building, was

moving faster than expected
because
of
lower-than·
expected rainfall .
Alexander said construction was originally estimated
to take two years, but with
the upcoming budget uncertainty, he is not sure when the
second phase would begin.
"If the state does a number
of things to generate new revenues, then there is a greater
likelihood that we get at least
a portion of that, which we

could ~ven use ns part of the
second phase, or maybe C\'en
third phase," Alex;mdcr said.
The next phaf'c of construction, Alexander said , will cost
about $22 million . The Uni·
vers ity used approximately
$13 million from the Kentucky General Assembly to
begin the complex .
Because it requires more
laboratory
equipment,

see COMPLEX /12

Alliance lobbies Frankfort for nondiscrimination policies
by Melissa Kilcoyne
:-;tatf writer
The Murray State Alliance traveled to Frankfort for its second·
annual rally at the capitol in favor
of expanding the state's nondiscrimination clause.
Michelle Barber, Alliance preSIdent, said group members lobbied
Feb. 20 for Kentucky House hill
14, which would add sexual orientation and gender 1dentity to the
state's nondiscrimination clause.
They spoke against House bill 396.

" We were lo bbying against
(House bill 396) because that
would be a state luw that no city or
county or anything can add sexual
orientation or gender identity tn
their nondiscrimination policies,"
Barber said.
Louisville nnd Lexington currently have clauses including sexual o rientation and gender identity
in nond i~cri m i nalion polic ie::. .
House bill 3~6 would wid those
clauses.
Danielle Walsh, Alliance vice
president, said House bill 14 is

by Kris te n Watson
staff writer
When crowds cheer the Murray
State basketball team to victory,
one fan in particular stands out
from the rest.
Clad in festive Murray State
attire from head to toe, Jonah Bran·
non proudly sports his Murray

making progress but has spent four
year~ in committee. It needs one
more sponsor to make it out of the
House Jud1ciary Committee.
"Really, it's just u. very slow
process,.. Walsh suid. •·we weren't
looking to have n big breakthrough. We were just looking to
be visible at the capitol and let representative:. know our needs."
Five members attended this
yenr's rally. Four members attend·
c:d lust year for Alliance's first
mlly in Frc1nkfort.
"Jf you get 30 seconds with (the

State sweatband and jersey and
shouts words of encouragement to
player:-.. many of whom he know:,
by name.
At 4 years old, Jonah is one of
the biggest Racer basketball fnns
around.
''I like it when James (Singleton)
slams the bull," Jonah said, his eyes
sparkling.

Photo~

by Jenny Hahn/The News

(Left) Senior center James Singleton talks with 5-year-old McKenlie
L amar. (Right) Caleb Brannon attempts a steal from junior guard
C hris Shumate. (Far Right) Singleton lifts 4-year-old Jonah Brannon
for a dunk after Monday's game against Tennessee State.

'

representatives), that' s a success,"
Barber said. "Thnt's n huge success, anJ we got 30 :-.econds with
ullof our rcprc~entativcs .' '
Benjamin Self, freshman from
Murray. said he went to Frankton
10 support equal rights for gays and
Jesbtans.
"I don't think it"s fair for certain
people ... ro have to srruggle for the
rights that so nMny o ther people
nr~· born with und don ' t realize
they have," Self said. "I have to
fight for equal rights."
Walsh said she hopes the lobby-

Singleton, senior center, along
with other Racers, has formed a
unique friendship with Jonah and
many children like him.
Singleton, junior guard Chri:;
Shumate, sophomore guard Mark
Borders, senior gu&rd Kevin
Paschel a11d other Murray State
baskerball player!'. have voluntarily
donated their time to children of
the community. Allhough a formal
organization has not been created,
the athletes spend time with the
children on a regular basis.
Assistant
Athletic
Director
Kenny Roth said he applaud~ the
interactions between children and
basketball players.
.
"We emphasize that all players
arc strong role mod~ls to the community. and that includes . .. children," Roth said. "They must make
sure they represent the school well,
and a responsibility of an athlete is
to honor the school on and off the
court."
The basketball players arc
upholding that responsibility by
spending a~ much time with the
children as their schedules allow.
"I love kids," Singleton said with
a grin. "I think the reason they look
up to me :-;o rnuch is because I have
a positive attitude. I don't drink or
:;moke. Pretty much, I just go !o
school and play basketball. I think
kids ~hould f(lcus more on thnl.

ing effort continues 10 grow.
"I went last year, and I pretty
much got addicted,'' she said. "It's
so empowering to meet rhe people
thai play such a large role in your
life.''
Barber said she hope~ 10 ~ee fairness laws passed in Kentucky.
"We weren't going to get the bill
passed and miraculously out of
committee in just one meeting."
Barber said. "We're very aware ot
that. It's something that we're
going to have to keep working 111,
and the younger members of the

picking a sport and school. Basketball can take you anywhere, and
school definitely will."
Jonah, who produced a flawless
dribble on the basketball court.
seems to already be on the hoopdream path .
"James is really nice to Jonah,"
Jonah's mother, Lisa Brannon of
Murray, said. "We saw him at Wal·
Mart, and Jame.-. shook his hand .
Jonah was so excited about it . At
home, Jon:.~h will ask if Jamc~ cats
peanut buller and if James wears
certain socks."
Brannon said Jonah :.~lso is a
huge fan of Shumate, another
starter.
"During the game. Jonah was
saying. ' You can do it. Chris,"'
Brannon s<~id.
Jonah is not the only one in the
stands rooting for Shumate. Brock
Etheridge, of Hardin, claims to be
his biggest fan.
··He is a good shooter. inside or
outside," Etheridge said. "I don't
miss a home game if I can help it."
Seven-year-old Jay Roth has his
own posirion on the basketball
team as Shumate' s special helper.
"I get to rebound for him," Jay
said. "He i~ a real good player."
Kenny Roth (Jay's father) said
Jay has had the honor for two
years .
"I am here two hours before the

club are going to have to keep
worl}ing at it."
The Kentucky Fatmcss Alliance
sponsor-; theme days throughout
the lcgi:-;lative session every Thursday. TI1e Murray State Alliance
lobbied on ''Youth and Fumily
Day."
"While it may not seem we're
making a lot of progress. we' re
re:ally j ust trying to hold our
g10und," Walsh satd . .. 1 have seen
discriminatlllll affect all
my
fnc.'nds , and that ~houldn ' t happen
to tanylme.''

game," Roth said.
"Jay rebounds for
Chris during that practice time."
The children's support for the Racer!\
does not go unnoLiced.
''The smiles on
their faces mean so
much," sophomore
guard Mark Borders
said. "I
know what it
feels like to
~:._
look
up
to
someone and be
excited about seeing them. We do
not think we are 'all that.' but the
kids do."
Borders, like many of the players, said he adores the enthusiastic children. After a recent victo·
ry,
players
and
children
exchanged hugs and high-fives,
and 6-foot-plus · athletes knelt
down to ~peak to the children wllh
ulmost respect.
LeeAnn Dillon, 13-year-old of
Murray, holc.ls u special place in
her heart for Paschcl.
"I always bring him candy to the
games, Tootsic Rolls this rime,
and he always thanks me for the
candy," Di lion said. "He said

see ROLE MODEL I J2
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news editor: Marci Owen
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Overton Scholarship
applications due in April
The Owensboro Bu~iness &
Professional Women's Organization h.1s announced the
availability of the Overton
Scholar~hip, which is awarded every year to young
women pursuing undergraduate or graduate studies.
Awards range from $350$1000.
Completed
npplications
and all supporting documents
must be postmarked no later
than April 21.
For more information,
phone (270) 683-4513.

For a $1 donation, visitors can
p<~rticipate in karaoke, gL~mes,
a raffle and kickboxing with
Master Tung Dinh.
Visitors nt>ed to usc
entrance ''B" of the RSEC.
For more information,
phone Rhiannon Mitchell at
753-5294:

American Humanics
seeking volunteers

The Campus Connection
Murray State will host its Volunteer Center, a di\·ision
Up 'Till Dawn event tonight of American Humanics, is
at the Regional Special Evenb looking f-or volunteers to
work in different organizaCenter.
The fu_n d·raiser benet1ts St. tions around the city l1f Mur-~
Jude's Children's Research my.
For more information, phone
Hospital.
A visitors' hour will be held Tim Unfried at 762-3808 or
betwee.n 10:30 and 11:30 p.m . • Paul johnson at 762-6117.
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Thursday, Feb. 20

Phil George, sophomore from Anderson, Ind ., and John
Pettit, senior from Owensboro, take a break from studying to play guitar in the Franklin College stairwell..

11:01 a.m. A subject received a disturbing anonymous letter at ''The
Murray State News."
5:31 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
reported graffiti on the Industry and
Technology Building.
10:33 p.m. A subject asked to speak
with an officer about a student on
campus.
11:20 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
reported two males looking into several pnrked vehicles at Stewart Stadi·
um.

Relay for Life team
to sponsor rebate night

Friday, Feb. 21

MSU dance company
performing in March

Ivan Pulinkala of the
department of theatre and
dance Look his dance compa·
ny on the road to perform at
MurrLiy High School last Friday .ls part of the At Large
Rhodes Scholar program.
Participants travel throughout
Music department
the region bringing special
to sponsor festival
prescntalJons on requl'St to
The department of music i~
area schools.
sponsoring the 2003 Athcnn..
Tlw dance company will
Festival next week beginning also perform at Lyon County
Tuesday. The fe:-;tival is H1gh School on March 1 1,
devoted to the study and per· Graves County High School
f9rmance of music composed on March 12 and at the Robert
by women.
E. Jol~nson Theatre on April
There will be fiv e concerts 25-27.
during the festival that are
For more information,
free and open to the public.
phone judy Crofton at 762The Murray State symphon· 3566.
ic band will perform in Lovett
Auditorium at 8
p .m . liS seeks participants
Wednesd.ly, and the concert
choir will perform in Lo ve tt for Korean program
Applications to attend
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Thurs·
Dacgu
University in South
day. A chamber-musk conKorea
during
May and June
cert """' ill be held in the Per2003
will
be
accepted
until the
forming Arts Hall at 8 p .m.
second week of March.
Friday.
The program is part of Mur•Two events are scheduled
ray
Stnte's Tnstitute of lntema·
for Saturday. Sigma Alpha
tion.1l
Studies.
JotLI will hold a recital at 1:30
For more information,
p.m, and Peggy Seeger will
phone MeJanit' McCallon at
perform at 7 p.m . Both events
762-3236.
will be held in the Performing
Arts Hall.

Murray State to host
Up 'Till Dawn tonight

can1pus l)rietly·

Adam Cecil/The News

Richmond College's Relay
for Life Team will sponsor <1
rebate night from 4 to 9 p .m.
March 7 ,11 Taco John's.
Relay for Life benefits the
American Cancer Society.
For more information,
phone Sara Arment at 7532156.

Exchange-application
deadline approaching
The application deadline for
the
National
Student
Exchange is Monday. The
application covers e.xchange.s
for the 200~-~ncadl·mic yt~ar.
Students eM exchange for
up to one full year at o1w of
176 colleges and universities
in the United States, Puerto
f~ico and U.S. territories.
Students must have a 2.5
CPA and full-time status nt
the time of application.
Por more information,
phone Ross Meloan at 762·
3735 or visit Ordway llall
room 210.

Department offering
income-tax assistance
The department of account·
ing and Beta Alph<l Psi are
sponsoring
a
volunteer
income-tax assistilnce program providing free income·
tax prep, ration for moderateincome taxpayers, senior citi·
zcns and Murray State stu•

dents and employees from
noon until4 p.m. every Friday
through April 11, except
March 14 and 21.
Anyone interested should
bring 2002 W -2s, 1099s, a completed 2001 tLix retum, if possible, social-security cards and
other relevant information.
For more information,
phone 762-4193.

Rotary Ambassadorial
applications available
Murray State Rotary Club
applications for the Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholarships
are available in the Office of
Student Affairs in Ordway
Hall.
Applicants must haw completed at least two years of
University work and be a res·
ident of Kentucky. Students
from other states are encouraged to contact the local
Rotary Club in their hometov.·n.
The scholarship is for the
2004-05 academic year and
fully funds students to study
abroad.
'
The application deadline is
Feb. 28.
For more information,
phone Don Robertson at 7626831 or Mark Malinauskas at
762-3167.

.

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Seth Combs, assistaut 11ews editor.

1:53 a.m. A subject advised that an
older gentleman in a gold Blazer was
acting suspiciously.
9:52p.m. A c;oller advised that a Hart
College resident had dropped keys
down Lin elevator shaft.
10:01 p.m. A Hart College front-desk
worker reported the call box was
making a funny noise.
10:29 p.m. There was a report that
the fingerprinting machine at the
Callowily County jail was out-of-service.

Saturday, Feb. 22
2:42a.m. A subject reported a verbal
altercation at th(• north side of Elizabeth College. The individuals were
separated for the evening.
9:09 a.m. A caller rcqut>sted the
Applied Science Building be opened
for a test. Subject was referred to the
building coordinator.
9:10 a.m. The University Police
Department received several hangup calls from the call box at the rodeo
ring.
2:36 p.m. A caller advised that the air
conditioner was leaking on the top
floor of the Lowry Center.

6:07 p.m. A caller in the old Boy
Scout Museum advised that h is room
had been burglarized. A report was
taken.

Monday, Feb. 24
11:44 a.m. A caller requested assistance getting his van out of a handicapped parking space at Blackburn
Science Building.
1:29 p .m. A request was re~eived
from Wells Hall to check the validity
of Ll handicap tag on a vehicle.
5:38 p.m. A caller requested the
lights in Stewart Stadium be turned
on.
7:45 p.m. A subject on a bike fled
from the police at Franklin College.

Tuesday, Feb. 25
8:08 a.m. A commercial-vehicle driver in Stewart Stadium looked like
he needed directions.
11:42 a.m. A desk worker at Clark
College found a plastic bag filled
with an unknown substance.
6:45 p.m. An individual at Hart Col·
lege reported the wheel covers were
missing from his car.
8:57 p.m. A caller reported a call box
buzzing at Elizabeth College.

VVednesda~

Feb.26

12:09 a.m. There was a report of a
suspicious smell on the fifth floor of
White CoJiege.
8:40a.m. A caller reported a vehicle
blocking in a delivery truck at
Alexander Hall.
12:19 p .m. A vehicle was reported
doing circles in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot.
11:20 p .m. A caller reported the
sound of firecrackers near College
Courts.

Sunday, Feb. 23
11:51 a.m. A caller requested access
to Robert E. Johnson Theatre. The
subject did not have permission to be
in the building.
12:17 p.m. A subjeet at White College
advised that someone had slashed
his tires. A report was taken.
4:46 p.m. Subjects were reported
looking into several vehicles at Stew·
art Stadium.

Motorist Assists • 16
Racer Escorts • 7

Police Beat is compiled by Seth Combs,
assistant news editor, from materials
provided by Public Safely. All dispate/Jed calls are not listed.
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Winslow to see major renovations
by Adam L Mathis

What would make you want
to dine at Winslow?

wire c.:ditor
Winslow Dining Hall will soon
be sporting a new look ami feel not to mention new dining options.
Under current renovation plans
scheduled to begin this summer,
Winslow' s food lines will be
replaced by one long line offering
entrees, two salad bars, two delis
and a pizzeria. An area abo will be
included for food that students can
have made upon reque:.t, such as
omelettes.
"Most buildings that arc that old
have had an update. a remodel, to
try to come into line to do things
contemporarily,'' :.aid Bill Benriter, director of Food Services .
"What we' ve been up <~guinst for
the last number of years is to try do
contemporary things ... with tOOd
in our largest facility, and it's hard
to pull it off."
Benriter also said a cash-purchase area may be included where
students can buy small items such
as drinks.
Although made-to-order food interest students to come buck into
rcqu1res additional preparation the dining room and eat more of
time, Vicki Hosford, Winslow their meal~ in either one of the dinsupen·isor, said changes should ing rooms.''
not cause any problems.
Bc:nriter abo said the new
"We' re hoping that thete are design wilt reduce the seating
going to be enough stations that capacity from 740 to approximatethere won' t be the big lines,'' Hos- ly 450.
ford said.
"That' s not a concern to me
Ashley Clapp. sophomore from because so many students take
Wingo. said renovations will final- food out of the dining room,·· Benly give students what thc:y deserve. riter said.
"My first thought was, finally.
Four lounge areas, equ1pped
Winslow is worth (the stuJents') with televisions. also arc included
money," Clapp said.
in the design.
Bcnriter said the eating urea will
Renovations should begin this
be redesignc:d with a rotunda in summer and be completc:d before
each wing. The rotundas \~ill bear students return for the 2003 fall
the emblem or each residential col- semester, although there is a
chance construction will not begin
lege.
"This one is going to be unique until summer 200t, Benritcr said.
because (Vice President of Student Winslow' s plumbing and electriAffairs Don Robertson) and (Uni- cal systems were renovated in
versity President I·. King Alexan- 1996.
Not all students said renovations
der) wanted the dining area to have
a re•.idential-college feel to it.'" were necessary. Jenni Siler. freshBenriter said. "We're hoping to man from Na~hville, Tenn., said

.

ate there."
Mike Ust
SOIJ/IOITIOfe. Louisvfl/6

"More variety.
They always have
the same things
on certain days.''
8ecsy H2rrlson
freshman, Frsnklm

Winslow currently is satisfactory.
"1 think it sounds really neat. but
I don't think (the renovations are)
necessary because I don't see what
is wrong with Winslow right
now," Siler said.
The renovation~ are being funded through bonds issued by the
University, said Tom Denton, vice
president of Finance and Administration.
"Even though there will be an
increase in housing (and) dining
fees for operations, in looking at
the bond debt service schedule.
that bond would allow these payments (on the new renovations) to
be picked up,'' Denton said.
Alex;ander said money spent on
Winslow will be weiJ-spent.
..In Frankfort, we are in the (Above) The floor plans for Winslow Dining Hall's renovaprocess of being allocated a specif- tions display some of the options Food Services hopes to have
ic percentage of state agency bond available for students next fall semester.
authority." Alexander said. "I f we · (Below) The sketch of the the redesign plans for Winslow
do not use the agency bonds. then
demonstrates Food Services' desire to make dining in the
other universities will use them to
cafeteria
more appea ling to students.
renovate their campuses."

SPAM offers single parents
by Vanessa Chllders
contributing writer

A new program is offering aid to
Murray State .~tudcnts juggling school,
work and parenthood
Single Parents Attending Murray
(SPAM) focuses on lending u helping
hand to single parents on and off campus.
"I know that we have a growing
number of single parents on Mumly

"I never had a
problem with the
design. I had a
problem with the
food being kind
of gross when I

State'<; campu~;· said Cherie Stubblefield , coordinator for the Office of
African-American Student Affairs and
Ethnic Progmmming "This progrc1m
(will provide) progr.tmrning e<;pecially
for 'ingle parents."
SPAM will provide child care,
infonnationat' seminars. monthly out·
ings and a support system for singll.!
parents and their children.
"I know that as 1 was going through
my career here as an undergraduate in

biology. I really didn' t have much
support on the basis of school," Stacie
Gray, Stubblefield's graduate assis·
tant, said. "I feel like this program is
beneficial to parents ... just to give
them some encouragement and a helping hand."
Stubblcfield said SPAM membership is open to all single parent-. at
Murray State.
"Although (the Office of AfricanAmerican Student Affairs and Ethnic

The Ultimate Bodyshaping
Course (UBC) will glue you
euerythlng you need to get the
body you haue always wanted,
and you might euen get paid
for it. The UBC is a 1B week
course that combines fitness
ldclcboKing, resistance ·training,
nutri tion and fieKibility to get
you in the best shape of your
life. You will haue team
oaches and instructors to glue
you aU the guidance, support
and motluatlon you'll need to
achieue your fitness goals.
Best of all it's fun!

~~~C!i
~ ....

f-'M il v n11 11

Programming) is sponsoring the program, that does not mean that this program is j ust for African-American single parent~:· Stubblefield said. "1 want
to be able to help all single parents."
Tht: first SPAM meeting was Monday night, although no students auended. Stubblelield said getting the program fu lly established will take time.
"Right now, it's a matter of reaching all of the single parents." Stubblefield said. "(Murray State) doesn't

\'.'dS.)
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.t110d!ll\,-i
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Tue~cJav at 5 p.rn
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f.tx: 762 3175
pltcn1c

762-,44b8 or 4480

"Stop serving the
same thing over
and over. They
have the same
things every day
of the week."
Chad Douglas
S6flior. Camden, Tenn.

Karri Wurth! fhe News

with college

have a database where I have acccs.o; to
(the names of single parents), so I have
to work through other sources to gel
the word out by word-of-mouth and cmails.
"1 want the program to be a permanent thing ~o that the services are
always available to single parent~."
By fall 2003, Stubblefield said she
hopes to have SPAM established a-; an
ongoing program with regularly
scheduled meetings. outings and

workshops.
"ll's inspirational to see :;ingle parents doing what they do to make sure
that they get an education while still
trying to raise a child." Stubblefield
said. "I think this program will make it
a little easier for them. so that they
have a more well-rounded college
experience, so thq don't feel like they
nee ... liet totally 3.part from what is
considered a traditional student at
Murrny State.''

•I

It yc.t 1 1\ :HilrJ ltke to vutce yn,H
Op1111Clll Ill tl·te pdper. ple~h<~
:-,ut •mtl your c,llnmentdry
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Elenl Ioannou
senior, Lamsca. Cyprus
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resent h1s coupon and rece1ve
two tickets for the price of one!
Maiden Alley Cinema
112 Maiden Alley
Downtown Paducah
MOVIE LINE: 441-7007

______________ .
www.maldenalleycinema.com
expires 3.9.03

Call
Today!

1413 Ollue St. • Murray
-----753 - 6111-----

loll • lrct••al • AIIOIIctfed
fireaf Plane1 • Ale • Horl•on
Hobb,. lone • filobal
Nagnum • 0.1. • (cJrl • lru1k1
Plane1 • llof (cJrl • lralnl ef1.

~elp

"A wider variety
of foods."

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

.....
Mon.- laf.
11 a.m. - 'I p.m.

lun.
1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

IJI4 (belfnaf If. • IIRIY llosed on Iue.

FREE meal at 7:40.
FREE Give-Aways
First Baptist Fellowship Hall
203

S. th St.

753-1854
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opinion editor: Sevt'rO Avila
phone: 762-4168
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Athletes become mentors

•

'

Our View
Issue:

What do you think about all
the snow we've been
having?

..
I
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Racer athletes
have been giving their time
to mentor local
children.
POSITION:

" I love it because
my dog and I can
frolic and make
snow angels in

These actions
say a great deal
about our athletes and the
University as a
whole.

it."
Kelly Dunnagan
junior Murray

" I think I'm
gonna have a
wreck."
Lisa Brumley
senior. Henderson

" I love it when
my socks are saturated and my
toes look li ke
albino prunes."

.~your

Athletes are often labeled as selfish people. Understandably. athletes must spend
much of their time practicing. working out
and taking care of their bodies.
Members of Murray State's men's basketball team, however. are casting off the selfish stereotype by volunteering as mentors
for chi ldren.
These players, although not obligated to
do so. spend time with children after games
and visit schools to speak with children.
Parents of the children have commented
that the children Jearn a great deal from simply being around the players and that it
makes the chi ldren feel special that the guys
they look up to actually want to spend time
with them.
Teachers also have said that children learn
it can be cool to be respectful. mannerly and
polite because these are attitudes the athletes portray.
Senior guard Antonio Henderson gave his
cell·phone number to a local teenager in
case he ever needed to talk. Senior guard
Kevin Paschel lets his fans know he appreciates their gifts and encouragement. You
know players are influential to young people
when a 4-ycar-old asks his mother if she
thinks senior center James Singleton eats
peanut butter.
Many players do not fully comprehend the
impact they have on fans, especially chi ldren . They do not realize that their actions
are scrutinized and emulated.
We applaud the athletes who dedicate
their time and effort to mcntoring or spending time with young fans. You are setting a
great example. as well as presenting a good
image of the institution as a whole. Actions
. like these speak volumes about your character a nd make us proud that you are Murray
State students.
We encourage other athletes to dedicate

To the Editor;
Rachclle Paynter

This is in response to Joe Bill
Schirtzinger's commentary "Groups lack
purpose." By writing about a minority "conglomerating" where they are not tolerated. I
' wonder how well you know history. Less
than a cemury ago, we had !iegre~ation
across this n<ttion of ours. Yet Martin Luther
King Jr. spoke out against these things. He
openly made himself a "target" and later
died for it in the hope that maybe some day
things would be better for his children. Are
we not doing the same by fonning a club,
supporting each other and pursuing toler·
ance or even acceptance'!
Schirtzinger also wrote that we are sup·
posed to be <l "diverse university communi·
ty" and learn about other culture!>. I came to
college with the impression that I was going
to learn about other cultures and new idea~ .
I carne with ht,pe\ that by learning this infor·
mallon 1could and would grow as a person.
You might ask where I have learned about
other cultures' beliefs and ideas.
I have learned much by attending gay.
religious and political clubs with identities
different from my own. The statement was
made that by tonning a club based on race or
sexuality. the members are leaving out a certain group. This I have found to be untrue. J
have attended Secular Humanist and
Alliance meetings in which I have felt \Vel·
come, even though I don't believe or practice what humanists teach, nor am I a homosexual.
I have found a home of sorts amongst the
Alliance members. I' m thrilled to be part of
a club honestly trying to reach some .sort of
middle ground of acceptance within University life. I also take pride in the idea:; ;lnd
goals we a., a club are actively pursuing.
Yes, we probably are stepping on some toes,
but where would we be today if Martin
Luther King Jr. hadn't done the same'!

"I'm tired of it. I
just want

Spring!"
Ully Phillips
11'8shman. Hopklnsvlffe
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"The Murray State News• strives to be the
Untverstty commun1ty's source for informs·
t1on.
O'u r goal is to present that informatiOn tn
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on teaming envltonment for those students
interested in journalism or other ftetds relal·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free frorn
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and. its editors should be free to develop
their own edttorial and news policies.
~The Murray State News• is prepared and
ed1ted by students and is an offic1al publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free ,
Add11tonal copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Amy Hiett
freshman, McCordsville, Ind.

Minority clubs possess purpose,
worthy intentions; not shallow
To the Editor:

a

Wher e's the ball? C aleb and J ona h Bra nnon double up against j unior guar d C hris
Shuma te in the Regiona l Specia l Events Center. T he boys often wait fo r Murray
Sta te basketba ll players afte r home games.•
time to young fans. These fans t oo~ up to
you, and it would certainly mean much to
them to know you care enough to fit them
into your schedule.
Take a hint from Racer athletes such as
junior forward Cuthbert Victor. who proved
he is not afraid to show his affection for
young fans.

CJJJit1ion

Alliance provides home, family
abnosphere to its members

sophomore, Cyntr11ana

l<'nny Ht~hn I The News

lt doesn't take a "philosopher" to realite
that certain ~roups of people.are treated with
intolerance. The unfortunate reality is that
homophobia. racism. hatred and bigotry arc
deeply ingrained in our society -in our government. churches, schoob, places of
employment and. truth be told, in our hearts.
It would be foolish to think Murray State is
exempt from this inequity.
Last week. a commentary by Joe Bill
Schirttinger ran in 'The Murray State
News." Schirtzinger argued that it Wlls
"wholly shallow" to tonn club~ on the basis
of race or sexual ..preference." The reality
for minorities on Murray State's t.:ampus,
however. is that the"e organit.ations nrc necessary for survival. The gay and lesbian
community, for example, would have long
been silenced if it weren't for finding some
way to esc a~ the homophobic con~tructs of
simple day-to-day existence in Murray.
The tom1ation of minority organitations
seems to disturb people because their very

existence is viewed as an act of defiance.
However. organizations. whether they be the
Chess Club, Alliance. Black Student Coun ·
cil or Secular Humanists, are all fonned and
maintained for one basic reason: A group of
people hold some common idc!al or behavior
a-; significant. Alliance aUirms the exrstence
of gays and lesbians. asks for people to be
treated fairly and. perhaps mO!>t imponantly.
assures that gays and lesbians will never go
away or be silenced. If this seems radical, it
is merely because the people trying to
accomplish these goals are homosexuals. Jn
some way. all organizations on Murray
State's campus seek what Alliance seek.; visibility, tolerance anti survival.
Do !,'TOUP' such a~ Alliance have "ulterior
motives.'' though? Schirvinger theorized
that Alliance might exist for political reasons. This i~ true, I suppose. if you consider
the organi1.ation's "agenda" to be justice,•
equality. love and peace. Beyond this, however, Allian~:e memhers hold a very diverse
spectrum of political beliefs Schrrt.tinger
also suggested that "camaraderie" might
drive the formation of minority groups. I
must admit that camaraderie has ct.·rtainly
been a big aspect of my personal experience
with Allian~:e. The people in the organita·
lion are my friends. family. support, laughter
and hope. What is Alliance really about,
though? It's about empowering and educat·
ing penplc, It is about making the world a
better place. If this i~ an "ulterior motive," so
be it. For the reconl. Mr. Schirtzinger, I have
yet to tind a bar thac shares Alliant.:e's aspi·
r..ttions.
"E)(clusion" has no room in Alliance's
mission. It should be noted that Alliance
does not deny anyone membership in the
organization. based on ANY criteria.
Alliance cunently has many straight members, something Mr. Schintinger would
have found for himself if he had ever
stepped foot in, or inquired abou·t. an
Alliance meeting. r\n open invitation to our
organization's meetings and function is, and
always ha-. been. extended to all supportive
straight student<>. faculty and staff of Murray
State. Alliance members should not be
labeled as separatists simply because Murray l:tcks toh:rance and invohec.l members of
the straight majority.
Alliance doesn't exist to piss people off,
help gays and lesbians meet perspective girlfriends or boyfriend~ or convert unsuspecting students to same·sex-loving heathens.
Alliance and other minority organizations on
this campus thanklessly serve a de:-.pcrately
needl.!d function. In fact, the needo; of gay
and lesbian students Hl Murray Scate are so
overwhelming. Alliance cannot adequately
fulfill its obligation~ to its <>,.,n community.
This is lhe ~untext in which the campaign
(and the sub-;equent. infamous flyers) for the
establishment of a gay and le:.bian center on
MurTay State's campus occurred. If Mr.
Schirumger cannot see the necessity of
groups such as Alliance, perhaps he ~hould
try to imagine life in the shoes of a closeted
gay male. an African-American or an international student living in Murray.
TI1e fact that people don't want gays. les·
bians and other minorities to exist at Murray
State doesn't make us go away·- it makes us
louder. We refuse to be silent simply
because we happen to live in an urea \~here
our differences are not welktccepted. While
there arc days it would be much easier to end
our struggle for equality. minorities on Mur·
ray Sh1re's campus will continue to be vocal.
present and persil>tent in the hopes uf help-

Said Victor: ;'The kids come to support us,
and we show that we love them like family."

The .Hc~ff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of ''The Murray Stale
News. " The editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
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ing, educatmg and empowering the Uni\ersity community.
D;miclle Wnlsh
senior. Frankfort

Alliance promotes tolerance,
education, awareness on campus
To the Editor:

As president of Alliance, I feel I must
respond to Joe Bill SchirtJinger' s ignorant
commentary in "The Murray State News."
The purpose of Alliance is to support the
<;pc~:ific needs and interests of gay. lesbian,
bisexual and trans~cndercd students. The
purpose of the organization is threefold: tn
promote tolerance. education and awareness of diversity in the student body of
Murray State.
Withm the club. we do activities that are
support-oriented (to alleviate the stress of
homophobia in everytlay life) and
activi~m-oriented (to stand up against
oppression). and we provide community
and friendship to our gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and straight members.
Our past activities have induded trips to
Nashville. hiking excursions. picnics at
Garden of the Gods, lobbying legislatOr!>,
raking faculty yarc.ls as a fund-raiser and
havin~ pina panics with our more than 70
faculty and staff allies
Had Schimingcr done some research (us
should be done by u genuine psych(llogy
student and aspinng op·cd writer), he
would have found that our organitation is
much deeper than the shallowness he projects.
As a member of the straight. white, male
majority. Schinzinger is ignorant to what
life is tor mrnurity members in Murray.
Michelle Barber
senior, Wan-en, Mich

Newspaper article distorts true
image of Greeks on campus
_ To the Editor:
I am writing this Jetter in response to
last week's article concerning the alleged
Alpha Tau Omega hazing incident. fn the
past year, there have been several articles
in "The Murray State New:;'' that com·
pletely distort the image of fraternities
and cast them off as evil institutions.
Whenever one of the very few negative
aspects of a fraternity is found. whether it
be a light or a su~~cted hazing incident,
it receives a great deal of publicity and is
usually po~ted on the front page of your
new.; paper.
However. nearly all the numerous po:;itivc u5pects of fraternity life go complete·
ly overlooked When a fraternity raises
thousands of dollars for lo<:al charities or
does large community-sen·ice projects,
the only publicity they get are in the form
of paid advertisements. 13y choosing to
publici1e the very rare negative incidents
that occur in the Greek system and by fail ·
ing to accurately report the abundant ben·
efits Greeks supply to students. the community and the Uni\ersity. the newspa~r
diminishe~ its own nedibility becau!>e it
misrepresents the true image of Greek

organizations.
Although I am nut u brother of ATO, I am
a member of the Greek community, and I
can assure you that no fraternities on this
campus have rituals that condone ha1ing. I
do not kno\\ all the details of this ulleged
hazing incident. but what most likely happened (if it happened at ull) was the act of an
individual fraternity member. not the ritual
istic practice of a fmtemity as a whole. ln
this situation, the fraternity has its own judi·
cia! board to reprimand individuals who do
not live up to the idc:als of us fraternity To
look at the alleged actions of one inllividual
and then stereotype ATO or any other frater~
nity us a de:.tructive organization would be
like lookin~ at the actions of Timothy
McVeigh and stereO!) ping all Americans ac;
tenoristic lunatics. In both case:!>, we find
that these stereotypes are completely untrue.
A true stereotype of Greek organizations
would reveal that they promote scholar~hip.
good character, leadership and l:'ampus
involvement. E\ery year. the average Greek
GPA is higher than the average non·Gree~
GPA. Also. most of other student organization:. on \.'ampus are domin:lled by Greeks.
Nearly every SGA officer. !itudent ambassador and sumrner·orientation counselor ic; a
member of a Greek organi1ation. Greek
org:mi1.ations also provide a great link to the
University for establishing alumni relationships. I challenge any member of the news·
paper staff to do n ... tudy on the average
Grcd' alumni donation to the University
compared to the average non-Greek alumni
donation. What this 'tudy would undoubtedJ
ly reveal is that Greeks gh·e much more
money back to our school than non-Greeks.
With the proposed budget cut, the administration should do every thing it lan 10 support
the Greek system, not point out its very tew
llaw~ ,

Suppun for the Greek system also would
fo..,ter more school spirit 1or Murray State.
Compared to other universities of similar
size. Murray State is severely lacking in
school spirit. Why b this? Do other schools
have better teachers, facilities and nilminis·
trntion than we do'! Certainly not. But wh::~t
they do ha\e is strong suppon for the Greek
system. Take HPm~'Corning for example. At
any univer...ity, Greeks lead the way in promoting school pride at Homecoming by
building float-; and showing suppon ti.>r their
football team. The ATOs and several other
frmcmitres have more than half their alumni
come back t(>r Hmnewming every year to
o;how suppon tor our school. I f the newspaper. and the administration us a \\hole,
would appreciate all that Greeks Jo for the
school and '>how more support for the Greek
-:.ystem. then Murray State would reach new
heights of motivation and school pride.
Becau~e 'vlhe Murray State News" is the
primary source of information tor mo~t of
the curnpu~. its writers must he careful not to
distort the image of the Greek sy,tem. 1
know community-service projects an.• not
"best,clling" topic~ like alleged ha1ing inci·
dents, but these "lcss·interesting" topics
must be covered as well in order to accurate·
ly portr'JY the true image of Greek organization-;. By highly puhlici1jng the allcgl·d hazing violation'>, without pointing out all that
the A'I'Os and other Greek orr;~nit<~tions do
for uur school. the newspaper completely
misrepresents the true ideals tor which all
Greeks .!>land.
Eric Geissler
junior, Memphk Tenn.
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Americans must unite
Much as been made of the
impending military action
against Iraq, with peace
activists denouncing American action on the grounds that
we are about to "start a war."
In truth. we are already at war
whether or no t our liberal
establishment is willing to
admit it
We are at war with the
·House of Islam - or at least
with the sizable radical fun damentalist portion of it that
Ricky Dale
condones
and
supports
Calhoun
Osamn bin Laden and his al
Qaeda compatriots - and
havebeen since the morning of Sept . II, 2001.
In their rhetoric, bin Laden and his brethren
have repeatedly called for. and vow to ignite, a
"War of Civilizations" between the United SJates
and the House o f Islam - in effect, a war of annihilation against Western civilization T oward that
go3l, they have murdered thousands of American~ already and threatened the use of weapons of
mass destrucuon to massacre tens of thousands
perhaps hundreds of thousands - more. To justify
this pathological lust for the slaughter of Americans. they invoke the name of God and call us
"infidels" and "barbarians."
The one critical factor Osama bin Laden and
the fundamentalist clencs of like mind haven ' t
gotten under their turbans. the one key premise in
their terrorism strategy that is false , is their fail ure to take into account the djstinct probability
that, underneath our veneer of European civility.
we Americans really are wilderness-bred barbarians. Islamic fundamentalism's strategy for
destroying Western civilization is, after all, based
on the premise that we are not what they say we
are and will not do the things they say we are
already doing. That is their strategic concept' s
fatal flaw because it is based on a prediction of
what we will do, not on 3n assessment of what we

are capable of doing. Given an atrocity horrific
enough, our history indicates that we will launch
the total war bin Laden and his rabid followers
prophesy.
Although our American national identity is
rooted in the classical liberalism and enlightenment ideals of 18th- and 19th-century Europe.
which bin Laden and his adherents seem to both
loathe as moral corruption and despise as weakness, our war-making philosophy evolved in a far
harsher environment Carl von Clausewitz wrote.
" In war the result is never tinal. .. The defeated
state often considers the outcome merely as a
transitory evil, for which a remedy may still be
found in political conditions at some later date."\
This was true in Europe, where wars arose out
of squabbles between monarchs. It did not hold
true in America, where war was generally frontier
combat 'agamst Indians. who were regarded as
savages who waged war by what today would be
called terroristic methods. For a frontier settlement attacked by Indians. the result of losing the
battle was final: The settlers- men, women and
children were massacred.
Under such circumstances, American frontier
militiamen developed a propensity to wage total
war to achieve final results: Wars against the
Indians aimed not merely at the military defeat of
the enemy. but at the total elimination of the tribe
as a functioning social entity and. often as not. its
extinction.
From these roots &rew the American demand
for the "unconditional surrender" made of Na7.i
Germany in World War II. Under the classic
European system, a temporary peace very like the
armistice of 1918, with the winners and loserc;
reversed, might have been worked out between
Hitler and his Western opponents; in the American way of war. nothing less than the total extirpation of Nazism by whatever means necessary
would suffice.
Furthermore. despite aberrant conflicts in
Korea and Vietnam, the total defeat and unconditional surrender of the enemy is still what most

Americans consider the only satisfactory way to
end a war.
In view of this. it is incomprehensible to me
why al Qaeda, the fundamentalist mullahs who
provide its spiritual underpinning and the wealthy
Saudis who are the main base of its financial support seem bent on trying, through increasingly
horrific acts of terrorism. to manipulate American
perceptions in such a way that Muslims will come
to occupy a place in the minds of modern Americans identical to that held by the Indians in the
minds of our frontier-settler forebears. Yet this
seems to be their strategy. though it will ill serve
Islam in the end. Were there to be another attack
that leaves thousands dead, fine distirrctions
between terrorism and Islam will fade, and Americans will quickly come to perceive the war as a
fight for physical survival and view Islam as
equivalent to Nazism, no matter how far from the
truth that most certainly is.
If the West has any hope at all of averting the
battle of civilizations that Osama bin Laden. al
Qaeda and radical Islamic clerics advocate, we
will not do it with a chorus of pacifistic criticism
directed upon ourselves. Indeed, that will only
encourage the architects of fundamentalist
Islam's strategy to think it can succeed; worse, it
will dangerously reinforce their erroneous belief
that the fabric of American society is not strong
enough to resi~t being ripped apart by an everincreasing campaign of terrorist assaults.
Rather, we must present to the enemy an
impression that our social base is united and
strong enough to resist the psychological impact
of even mass-destruction terrorism and that we
have the will to employ whatever means are necessary· to fight their envisioned war of civilizations to a conclusion on our terms.

Ricky Dale Calhoun is a 1raduate student from
Cadiz..

Environmental awareness necessary
I was disturbed recently decades has released hazardous. nonhazardous
when I read a news article on and radioactive contaminants into the surrounda reputable online news site. ing land. air and water. This company is now in
The article stated that scien- the process of a major remediation project in
tists in Australia spent $22 attempt to remove these contaminants from the
million to determine whether environment.
it is feasible to store vast
The creeks I used 1~ swim in as a kid are now
amounts of carbon dioxide in known to have polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)
old mine shafts. Carbon diox- contamination. PCBs are very dangerous chemiide, as we all know. is one of calS' that are suspected carcinogens (cancer-caw;the gases that is suspected of ing agents) and have been found in the local fish
causing global warming. and and wildlife.
scientists are looking at ways
Local residents· wells have been contaminated
to store this gas underground by radioactive technetium-99 and trichloroethylBrian
to prevent it from furthering ene. wh1ch can cause nerve damage, impaired
global warming.
Gill
fetal development in pregnant women and kidney
I would have been equally and liver damage.
upset if the article had been written about any
An estimated volume of 3 billion gallons of
pollutant being stored underground, but some groundwater (groundwater is the source of well
pollutants are obviously more dangefous than water) within three miles o! the plant have been
others. However. listing the dangers of all the contaminated, and approximately 1.400 citizens
pollutants we release is not my purpose for writ- drink watl'r from groundwater within four miles
ing this commentary .
of the facility. Who knows how far the contamiThe purpose 1:; to point out how selfish we nants have moved in the local streams and Ohio
humans are. Instead of spending $22 million to River.
solve a problem we created, we could have spent
To make matters worse. under George W.
$22 million to research alternative fuel sources, Bush, Superfund is facing enormous budget cuts.
which help prevent pollution m the first place. The federal input was reduced from $860 million
Sure. it is a good idea to try to fix problems we to $28 million in 2003. Who is responsible for
create. but we have shown no desire to change paying for this deficit?
our destructive ways.
Superfund is a law that in the past used money
Would it not make more sense to spend $22 from industry taxes to clean up hazardous waste
million to prevent pollution instead of research- sites that are deemed extremely hatardous to pubing what to do with it after it has been released'! lic health. However. in the past few years, the
You would think we would Jearn our lesson after trust fund for Superfund has been running low,
more than 100 years o.f self-indulgence in an and under Bush's policy, the average taxpayer
industrial society that destroys the environment w1ll pick up the price of cleaning these sites
in which we live.
mstead of those responsible for producing the
Locally, for example. we have the Paducah contamination. The PGDP property and areas
Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP). which for co ntamin3ted by the plant are covered by this

law.
What we should learn from exhibits such as
this is that it is MUCH easier to prevent environmental disasters th3n to destroy the
environment and then try to remediate the problem. It often
takes years, decades. centuries or thousands of
year:. for contaminants to degrade
in the natural
environment.
Even with
state-of-theart environmental remediation techniques, it can
take years and
yean..
even
decades,
to
reduce contaminants to acceptable
levels.
Large-scale
contamination
can
almost never be totally remediated.
To wrap this up, I think we
could all benefit from trying to
be more conscientious and aware
of our environment as individuals. as a nation and as a world in
order to prevent future environmental contamination. Storing carbon dioxide in underground reservoirs? Give me a break.
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Student goes
'postal' over
stolen treats
Valentine's Day packages are a common
thing on campus. Whether nowers from
your sweetheart back home or dear old
mom and dad, we students love getting our
name on the dry-erase boards in the lobbies
of our respective residential colleges. I too
was excited about receiving a Valentine's
Day package from my thoughtful parents:My parents sent me a Valentine's goodie
box full of candy, homemade cookies and
readins material. My dad took it to the post
office Feb. lO and mailed it to me via priority snail mail. Snail maH was true to its
name, but I guess my box was not a "priorVanessa
ity" for the post office. On Feb. 14. after ttie
Childers
mail ran, I wem to get my package. which I
should have had by this point, but it still hadn't arrived. However. on my way out that night, a girl from my dorm told me I
had a package.
Evidently, my Valentine's goodie box had been sent to the
wrong dorm. I guess that literacy is no longer a job requirement for postal workers. Now. that was harsh. I realize mistakes are made. I wasn't really mad that my package had been
sent to the wrong dorm, or that the people a~ the dorm had
called the wrong girl to come pick up the package, but I was
mad when I saw my goodie box.
The box was huge. and it was securely shut with those plastic bands that post-office employees place around packages
they have checked. Mine was definitely checked. There was a
sticker on the outside of the box that read "received in damaged condition."
I opened the box to see what my loving parents had sent me,
and, to my surprise, the box was full of various items. However. my package looked like the Cookie Monster had raided
it. All the items were covered in cookie crumbs. Then I saw
the source of the crumbs. It seemed odd that my mom would
send my roommate and me only four cookies. Then I noticed
that the plate the cookies were in had been taped shut, but the
tape had been cut.
I phoned my dad to tell him that my package was no longer
MIA, and he said my mom had sent about a dozen cookies. I
only had four in my goodie box. Where were my other eight
cookies'? Homemade cookies, which are like gold to college
students suniving on ramen, were missing. Then, while I
was still on the phone with my dad, I found the bag of
licorice they had sent. It was cut open! Someone
had eaten some of my licorice.
My thoughtful parents even sent a little care
package to my roommate. We discovered later
that some of her stuff was missing too. l
would have blamed the other residential college. but those security bands from the post
office were around the box when I received
it.
I compiled all of this incriminating evidence, and there really is only one logical
conclusion : A postal employee ate some
of my goodies while "inspecting'' the box
for "harmful" contents. I thought that
tampering with someone else's mail
was a federal offense. Evidently. that
law only applies to those of us who are
not postal employees.
So, this serves as a warning to all my fellow students: Beware of the
post office's cookie
and candy kleptomaniac.

Brian Gill is a senior biology major from

Paducah.

Vanl'ssa
Childers is a
freshman print
journalism
major
from
Mason, Ohio.

Student says anti-American sentiments should come as no surprise
Before missiles rain down on
Baghdad, our citizens need to
wake up to what's going on in this
country. Globalization' s devastating effect on the manufacturing
industry and the egregious actions
of our corporations in the Third
World should not be forgotten .
The industrialization boom of the
early 20th century is what created
the middle class and helped us
become a world power. but exporting peaked in 1979 as globalization rose. Since then, we have been
Kyle
i]11pOrting more thnn we export.
causin~ us to borro.,., money from
Shadoan
foreign banks. In 2001 alone. we
had a $417 billion trade deficit. This has caused debt to
pile! up, now predicted to be $304 billion this year and
$9 trillion by 2008, not counting the war on Iraq.
Since the passmg of the North American Free Trade
Agreement, 3 million manufacturing jobs have been
lost. But jobs must be kept m Amencn because we
must work our way out of debt by making products to
export If debt b allo wed to keep grow mg. banks will
shut off the money. That' s "'hY things in this country
don't look horrible yet: It hasn' t been shut off.
Globalization also poses a threat to nntional security Bombs and tanks use parts ::.hipped rrom outside the
country If shipments don' t come in. how could we
make what we need for defense?
Not only have corporate actions been bad here. with
such things as the hiring of law firms that specialite in
strikebreaking. they al!.o have created !>lave labor in

Third World countries and dumped horrible toxins into
the air and water. Many pesticides and drugs illegal in
the United States, and even new drugs never tested
before. are exported as well.
No wonder anti-Americanism bas grown so much in
the last 25 years. Look at the values it promotes all
over the world. Not freedom and liberty, but slavery
and degradation to the planet.
Even more sickening, many corporate headquarters
move overseas to avoid taxes. How patriotic is this?
These people should be here with their money, helping
us with national security. education and everything
else. How do they think things are going to be paid?
Bush and the powers he represents have an answer.
The middle and working classes are going to pay for it
all, as well as receive no money from lhe tax cut. In the
proposed tax cut, just like the one th3t did not stimulate the economy at all last year. 40 to 50 percent of the
breaks go to the wealthiest 5 percent. In other words,
50 percent of the population will receive $100 or less.
Bush also is pushing for nontaxed savings accounts for
the rich. Mean.,.,hile, about 14 percent of Americans
live ill' poverty, many working full·timc jobs and taking cure of children.
The depth of thi~ in our government is very obvious.
with the Bu!ih 3dministration going as far as pushing
for tax breaks that encourage corporations to move offshore. In the Homeland Security bill passed not long
ago. Congress decided contracts could be mode with
companies that have illegal offshore operations, but
only if necessary for homeland security. But Congress
had first decided in June 2002 not to allow these contracts in light of the Enron scandal Bush himself evt>n
covered up what he really stands for when he gave a

televised speech about the economy in St. Louis on
Jan. 22. In what has been duhbed "Boxgate," Bush
supporters made a canvas to go behind him showing a
picture of warehouse shelves stacked with boxes that
read "Made in USA", all the boxes the trucking company owned read "Make in China" on them. Several
boxes also were stacked in front of Bush with "Made
In China" covered by tape. All of this because it cont1icted with his message that day.
And if you haven't noticed, the traditional "Buy
American" campaign that was used to generate support
for past wars has not been enacted for the war on terrorism, probably to not draw attention to the fact that
nothing is made in America anymore. W's pledge to
fight AIDS in Africa also is til!d to rich corporations.
The billions will not be going to multinational organizations. It will be going to a U.S . organization only
allowed to buy name·brand drugs, not generic ones
that multinational organizations are allowed to buy.
Thus. Bush and his pharmaceutical friends get rich,
wasting our tax money on the more expensive drugs.
The exemptions for producers of the smallpox vaccine tacked onto the homeland security bill by Republicans at the last minute is another example. It allows
the producers not to be sued for damages caused by the
drug. thus making the company richer by not having to
pay settlements. Congress says it will give people
injury compensation, but mstead of making the company pay for it, they want to use tux dollars.
The power of the country's wealthiest has drastically risen in the last 20 years. Since the eve of the Civil
War to 1978, the wealthiest I percent traditionally
owned about 25 percent of America. By 1992. that I
percent owed 42 percent. They have decided to take

the money and run while homeland security and the
"No Child Left Behind" plan go unfunded and states
raise taxes and slash health care, welfare and education. NAFfA also wasn't enough for these people.
They want free trade for the whole Western Hemisphere.
So. it is quite clear why Iraq would come into the
picture now. Especially since Cheney's energy plan
cites a crisis in the near future. Rumsfield has slated
that Iraqi oil fields are u priority if we invade, and
Exxon Mobil (one of our nastiest oil companies) is
ready to jump in. So not only do they want to rob the
bank, but it's also about control over Europe. Iraq's
opened oil fields would be a major supplier to European countries. and this power is something the administration is uiming for us well.
One basic thing is driving the beating of the war
drums: The companies can only get the oil if we invade
so they are making a connict that could be resolved
peacefully into a crazy scheme encouraging hate and
making us less safe at home and in the rest of the
world.
I can' t help but wonder why people are not revolting
in the streets. We need to stand up for the real American values, not Bush's false patriotism. Please look at
things such as CSPAN: listen to NPR; read "The New
York Times" and books such as "Stupid White Men"
by Michael Moore and "20 Years of Censored News"
by Carl Jensen; and visit Web sites such as
www .wsws.org.

Kyle Shadoan is a senior prim joumaJism and art double major from London, Ky.
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Prosecutors release evidence
in shooting of restrained man
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LOUISVILLE (AP) - Prosecutors on Tuesday
released hundreds of pages of evidence including photos of a bloody corpse ·· that w"ere
shown to a grand jury that reviewed the fatal
police shooting of a handcuffed black man.
Two Louisville Metro Police detectives were
cleared by the grand jury Monday night in the
Dec. 5 shooting death of james Edward Taylor.
Pollee said Taylor, SO, lunged at Detectives
Mike O'Neil and Bryan Luckett with a box cutter although his hands were handcuffed behind
his back.
The shooting had prompted protests by civil.. rights activists and others concerned about the
circumstances of the shooting.
On Tuesday, police publicly displayed the
weapon for the first time. The translucent pmk,
plastic box cutter has about a 3-inch blade when
fully extended.

Democrats and Republicans say
budget concerns delay legislation

I

I

FRANKFORT (AP) - The 2003 General
Assembly is two-thirds finished, and precisely
one mt>asure has passed both the House and
Senate -a housekeeping resolution that set the
date for reconvening the legislature's off-year
session this month.
Democrats and Republicans ngree that preoccupation with getting a state budget passed hns
pushed everything else onto the back burner.
The compressed time frame of a 30-day session is another factor that could limit the number of bills that ultimately reach Gov. Paul Patton's desk.

House passes resolution in support
of Ten Commandments amendment
FRANKFORT (AP) - A resolution for Congress to propose a constitutional amendment
to allow posting of the Ten Commandments
in public buildings was passed by the Kentucky House on Tuesday.
·tn the Senate, an identica 1resolution cleared
a committee. Both measures are spon~ored by
Republican candidates for governor - Rep.
Steve Nunn of Glasgow and Sen. Virgil
Moore of Leitchfield.
The House resolution passed 89-6, a margin
belying the amount of debate it engendered.
Though Nunn said he intended no discrimination against minority religions, some proponents of his resolution insisted that the
United States was founded as a Christian
nation.
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Judge orders disruptive
defendanfs mouth shut

Union study shows AMR
may file bankruptcy

Court sentences men

LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) - A
Texas judge ordered a
defendant's mouth to be
taped shut after the man
kept interrupting his lawyer
and the judge during an
aggravated-assault trial.
For about 20 minutes
Tuesday, Carl Wiley, 36,
ignored pleas from state
District Judge Jim Bob Darnell and his own mother to
keep quiet during a hearing
outside the jury's presence.
Finally, Darnell ordered
bailiffs to seal Wiley'::.
mouth with duct tape.
Darnell's lawyer declined
to comment on the incident
or on his client's conviction
later Tuesday for ramming
his
vehicle
into
his
estranged wife's car. She
was not injured.

DALLAS (AP) - AMR Corp.,
parent company of American
and American Eagle airlines,
could be forced into bankruptcy as soon as May, its pilots'
union warned.
An analysis of AMR's
finances by the Allied Pilots
Association found the Fort
Worth-bast'Cl company has just
three months' worth of cash
Test.' TV es.
American Airlines pleaded
with employees earlier this
month to accept steep cuts in
wages and benefits to save $1.8
billion annually. The pilots'
analysis concluded that might
not be enough.
American spokesman Bruce
Hicks said the airline would
not comment on specifics of
the union's findings, but said
talks with unions were pro·
ductive.

DUBAI, United Arab
Emirates (AP) - Three
Dubaj policemen have
been sentenced to three
years each in jail for failing
to allow prisoners to leave
their cells during a fire that
killed 14 inmates, the "Gulf
News" reported Wednesday.
A Dubai court also fined
the three, two of the United
Arab Emirates nationals
and the third from Yemen,
5,000 dirhams (US$1,370)
each and ordered them to
pay 2.1 million dirhams
(US$575,000) as compensation to the families of those
killed.
Court and police officials
could not be reached for
comment.

Three officers file racism
charge against police
Study finds new dialysis
PHILADELPHIA
(A P)
Three black police officers program improves equity
who
said
they
were
assigned to desk jobs for
growing beards have filed a
lawsuit, claiming the dispute wns symptomatic of
pervasive racism in their
station house
The men s<ud th<:y are
among 10 black officers in
the same divisiOn who filed
complaints with the U.S.
Equal Employment Opportunities Commission, the
federal agency that investigates discrimination clnims.
The federal lawsuit said
white commanders at the
officer's station created an
atmosphl•re of "pervasive
and relentless discrimination, harassment and retaliation" by refusing to nuthorize overtime pay for black
detectives and penalizing
bla~ks more severely for
minor workplace infractions.

CHICAGO (AP) -A program
to improve kidney dialysis
appeared to narrow the racial
and gender gaps in the quality
of care given to patients.
Blacks and men in the program were still less likely than
whih-s and women to receive
adjquate dialysis. 'aut the diffenmces became smaller.
In 1993, only 46 percent of
white patients and 36 percent of
black patients received the right
amount of dialysis. In 2000,
those figures jumped to 87 percent and 8-l percent respective·
ly.
Also in 1993, only 54 percent
of female patients and 31 percent of male patients received
adequate dialysis, compared
with 91 percent and 82 percent
respectively in 2000.
The findings appear in
Wednesday's "Journal of the
American Medical Association."

for releasing prisoners

Embassy: murder
act of terrorism
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia
(AP) - The latest fatal
shooting of a British man
in Saudi Arabia was a terrorist act and the alleged
killer has possible links
with known terrorists, the
U.S.
Embassy
said
Wednesday.
"Based on preliminary
results of the ongoing
investigation into this tragic
event, we believe that it was
a terrorist act directed at a
Westerner who was randomly selected as a target
of opportunity. We believe
the individual currently
under arrest for the murder
of the British national has
associations with known
terrorist elements," a message to the Ameritan community in Saudi A rabia
posted on the embassy's
Web site Wednesday said.
A
British
Embassy
spokesman refused comment.

Western diplomats suspectgroups sympathetic to
al-Qaida leader Osama bin
Laden are behind a string
of attacks against Westerners in Saudi Arabia since
late 2q<X>. The governmen t
blames gangs fighting over
the illegal liquor trade.

Officials warn against
use of 'human shield'
CAMP AS SAYLIYAH,
Qatar (AP) - In the event of
war, American and allied
forces could not assure the
safety of civilians who deliberately position themselves
as human shields against
attacks on Iraqi targets, a
U.S. general said in an Asso·
ciated Press interv1ew.
"We'U do our best to avoid
noncombatant
casualties
and, 1 will tell you, we will
not be 100 percent successful," said Army Gen.
Tommy R. Franks, the commander of U.S. Central Command.
At a news conference after
their
meeting,
British
Defense Minister. Geoff
Hoon cautioned against the
"human shield" tactic.
"I wou ld want to emphasize to you the need for anyone contemplating such a
course of action to return
home rather than play into
the hands of Saddam Hussein," Hoon said.

VIOlence marks Indian
legislature election
GAUHATI, India (AP) A gun battle, kidnappings,
ballot theft and destruction of voting machines
marked polling in two of
the four Indian states
where new legislatures
were elected Wednesday.
Nearly 200,000 soldiers
and police guarded polling
booths in the four states including three in the

im poverished and multi·
ethnic northeast where
rebels
have
fo u ght
against rule by In d ia for
50 years.
Results are to be
announced Saturday.
The elections are a test
for the Bharatiya Janata
Party, or BJP, which
h eads India's national
coalition
governmen t
u nder Prime Minister
Atal Bahari Vajpayee.

VIrus devastates
European seals
COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) - A virus that
kil1ed thousands of harbor seals in northern
Europe wiped out nearly
half the population, a
Danish
government
agency said Wednesday,
adding that the cause of
the epidemic remains
unknown.
The phocine distemper
virus killed 46 percent of
the harbor seal population between May and
November 2002 along the
coasts of Denmark, Sweden,
Germ any,
the
Netherlands, Britain and
Ireland,
Denmark's
National Environmen tal
Research Institute said.
The virus, which does
not affect humans, is
spread by direct contact
with body fluids or by
scratching, clawing or
biting. It usually causes
severely matted eyes,
runny noses and pneumonia.
Researchers are investi gating whether the sea ls
could have been infected
by minks and whether
p ollution p layed a part.

World Briefly is compiled by
Adnm L. Mathis, wire editor.
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this week
•friday
•Play - "Faith Healer," 7 p.m., Studio
Theatre. Free for students.
· •Cinema International - "MetropoLis," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•saturday
•Cinema International - "Metropolis," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Cbrist,·9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 9: 15 a.m .•
Elizabeth
CoJlege
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Bible Study - Unitarian
Universalist
Fellowship of Murray, II a.m .• Curris
Center third floor.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship bouse. 7 p.m.

•monday

college life editor: Kysct Lough

college life

the murray state news

assiseant college Ufe editor. Miclk1d Driver

phone: 762-4480
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Christian groups rock. LoveH
by Alicia Ray
staff writer
Heidi Noyes, senior from Vine
Grove, waited outside Lovett Auditorium an hour before the doors opened
Tuesday night for the Jars of Clay.
Caedmon' s Call and
Randall
Goodgame concert.
"We froze our butts off," Noyes
said. "We played big booty and ate
Gjrl Scout cookies. The things we do
for Caedmon's Call."
The concert, which began at 7 p.m.•
was sponsored by the Student Government Association and Campus Activity Board.
Keith Schawacker, senior from St.
Louis and CAB member, met some of
the bands' members \\hile chauffeuring them around Murray on Tuesday
afternoon.
"They were all so down-to-earth,''
Schawacker .said. "They're just like
anyone else, really."
Goodgame opened the concert and
interacted with the audience throughout his set. He drew a collective "awe"
from the crowd when he showed them
a picture of his 2-year-old daughter.
He said his daughter sat on stage during his last two concerts while he and
his wife sang a song.
"Randall wa~ very nice," Schawacker said.
Later, Goodgame slid his shoes to
the side of his keyboard to sing a song
titled "Laundry Mat"'; he also sang one
of three songs he had written for
Charles Schultz.
"You know if you're singing your
own song in the shower. you really like
it." Goodgame said.
The lead singer for Caedmon's Call.
Cliff Young. also felt comfortable
enough to perform in his socks.
"Is it OK if we say ya'll here and
fix in'?" Young asked the audience.
Young joked with the crowd about

not being able to dance while growing numbers corresponding to songs in
up as a Baptist, but he also delivered a their repertoire into the bass player's
serious message.
hat and allowed audience members to
"The Christian ,life is not safe. and ·draw the numbers.
it's not comfortable," Young said. "It's
"We're going to let the hat choose,"
time to live the gospel as much as we lead singer Dan Haseltine said. "The
preach the gospel. It's time as a church hat i~ our master."
that we get our hands dirty."
Haseltine upped the suspense for the
Da'> id Stoffel. sophomore from Pad- first song drawn.
ucah. said Caedmon's Call ofters a
''This is quite possibly one of the
deeper perspective on life than most best songs ever written," Haseltine
music does.
said.
"(They're) so into God that you can
The audience erupted in laughter
just tell by their actions." Stoffel said.
when the song was announced as
Katie Nimmo. junior from "Girls Just Wanna Have Fun."
Crestview Hills, said the Caedmon's
Jars of Clay left the stage after playCall performance wus fabulous.
ing two of its biggest hits, "Flood'' and
"My favorite song in the world wa-; "Love Song for a Savior."
'This World,' and to see them perfom1
In anticipation of an encore, the
that live was just (indescribable)." crowd yelled "Jars of Clay" until the
Nimmo said.
band returned to the stage for "World
An intermission between the Caed·
moo's Call and Jars of Clay sets gave (Right) CUff Young, lead singer
Young the opponunity to urge students of Caedmon's Call, performs at
to support a child in a Third World the concert Wednesday. (Below)
country through n group named Com- Jars of Clay took stage last durpassion International.
"You can leave here and say that it ing the event.
y.ras a great concert, or you can leave
here and make a difference," Young
:.aid.
Jars of Clay opened its set with one
of its hits, "l Need You,'' while tour
assistants randomly selected audience
members to sit on couches on either
side of the band for the remainder of
the concert.
Jamus Edwards, sophomore from
Cadit., said he was surprised but excited he was chosen to !lit onstage.
"We were just chillin' back there,
and some guy tapped us on the shoulder and said. 'Come with me, •·•
Edwards said. "I enjoyed it. We got to
shake all of the band (members')
hands."
Jars of Clay let the audience choose
which songs it should play during the
JX-"'rformance. Band members placed

Apart."
SGA Chairman of Production
Sounds and Lights Nick Garvin said he
was pleased with the concert.
''Everything went really well,''
Garvin said. "It was great. 1 want to
thank everyone who helped."
Adam Elias, soehomore from Paducah. served a'i a street representati:ve
for the concert. He has seen Jars of

Clay in concert five times.
"T loved (the concert)," Elias said.
''I'm thinking about joining b<>th
(Caedmon's Call and Jars of Clay)."
Noyes said the bands gave the audi·
ence more than just an everyday concert.
' '1 really felt the Holy Spirit in this
room," Noyes said. "It wa;; awesome."
Adam Cecil/The N ews

•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.

•CAB, - Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Choir - Quad State
Junior Choral Festival, 6:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
•BSC- Black Student
Council meeting, 6
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.

RICK, DO YOU THINK IT WAS
A 600D IDEA TO LET TOM
KNOW ABOUT THIS CARNIVAL.
BEFORE TODAY?

HE' S BEEN UP SINCE EI6HT
THIS MORNING, AND HE WAS
SO ANXIOUS HE' S ALREADY

FINI SHED OFF A CASE OF BEER.

•wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.
•Activity
Wax
hands, I I a.m. to I
p.m., Curris Center
rocking chair lounge.
Free.
•Band - Symphonic
band and juu band
II, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium .
Free
admission.
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•thursda;x

a

•Choir - Concert
choir. 8 p.m.. Loven
Auditorium.
Free
admission.
•Cinema Interna·
tional - "Life and
Debt," 7:30 p.m.•
Curris Center Theater. Free Admission.
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this vveek
•music
1. 50 Cent- "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
2. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
3. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
4. Kid Rock- "Cocky"
5. Soundtrack- "Chicago"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Daredevil
Starring Ben Affleck
2. Old School
Starring Will Ferrell
3. How to Lose a Guy in 10
Days
Starring Kate Hudson
4. Jungle Book 2
Starring the voice of Haley
Joel Osmont
5. Chicago
Starring Renee Zellweger
Source: Associated Press

1. John Grisham- "The
King of Torts"
2. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
3. James Patterson with
Andrew Gross - "2nd
Chance"
4. John Grisham- ''The
Summons"
5. Danielle Steel- "The Cottage"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www. emotioneric.com
This site Jete; you request any
emotion, and the webmaster will
take a picture of himself acting
that emotion out. Examples of
recent emotions posted 1nclude
"subtly farting in a crowded elevator" and "freeeeeedom! !"
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Trio performs 'Faith,Healer'
thinldng of theater as 'acting,"' Burton said. "After having this experience with the play. it has rounded my
Murray State's theate.r department theater experience by giving me a
is bringing faith to Wilson Hall's' Stu· technical spin to the whole process."
dio Theatre this weekend.
Burton said she plans on directing
"('Faith Healer') is a series of again and strongly recommends
monologues told by an itinerant Irish "Faith Healer." Graham-Schneider
faith healer, his wife and his manag- agreed the show can stimulate a range
er," Lissa Graham-Schneider, a\sis- of thought with audience members.
tant professor of theater and dance,
"It is a really unique character
said. "They all tell their perspectives study delving deeply into the psyof the life-altering stories they shared chology of memory and perspective,"
during their 20 years togelher touring Graham-Schneider said. "All three of
Scotland and
these characters have had
Wales. It is an
is an incredible acting (and) the same expeincredible actdirecting
challenge - a true test riences, but
ing
(and)
any
performer's
abilities.''
they
recall
to
directing challenge - a true
them differently in order to
test to any perUssa Graham-Schneider
former's abilisoothe them"Faith Healer" Director
ties."
selves through
time. It is fasciAngie Gregory, senior from Draffenville, Mark nating to see how they all choose to
Borum•.senior from Custer, and Paul recall these experiences and think
Wurth, junior from Gilbertsville, about how we manipulate memory
comprise the cast. During Winter daily."
Break, the three were required to
Graham-Schneider said many prolearn their lines and prepare fur the fessional theaters will not take on the
vigorous rehearsals that began Jan. production because of its difficulty,
16.
but Murray State's theater students
"Both Angie and Paul are experi- met the tao;k with gusto.
"Our students have risen to the
encing their first main·stage production for MSU," Graham-Schneider challenge and met it head on and are
said. 'This is considered to be by doing a great job,'' Graham-Schneimany critics the best play ever written der said.
in the monologue format.''
"Faith Healer" will run tonight and
Jessica Burton, freshman ,from Saturday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the StuGoshen and a.o;sistant to Graham- dio Theatre in Wilson Hall.
Tickets are $7 for faculty and staff,
Schneider, said "Faith Healer" is a
thought-provoking show.
$10 for general adult admission and
"In the play, you decide which of free for Murray State students with a
the three characters is telling the valid Racercard. Because of limited
truth, so the subjective nature of the seating. audience members will be
outcome leaves you wondering," assisted on a first-come, frrst-serve
Burton said. "The three characters basis.
onstage never interact, so it is very
unique."
Karri Wurth/The News
Burton said she decided to assist in Mark Borum, senior from
directing because she knew GrahamCuster, plays the role of
Scheider and admired her work.
"She makes rehearsals fun,'' Bur- Frank in "Faith Healer," a
ton said. "We are there to work, bur series of monologues by
we always enjoy ourselves while we Brian Friel. The play runs
are there for three hours, the days a from 7 to 9 p.m. today and
week."
Saturday in the Wilson Hall
Burton said Graham-Schneider ha~
directed "Faith Healer" three times, Studio Theatre. Admission is
free for Murray State stutwice in Murray.
"Before I began this, I was only dents with a valid Racercard.

by Kristen Watson
staff writt:r
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Murray Place

Still don •t have a major?
Need more information on the one you have?
Want advice &om someone working in your field?
Join us
March 4-7
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. each evening
at the Alumni Center
(If you need a ride to the Alumni Center meet

the MSU van at the Curris Center parking
lot between 5:30 and 6 p.m.)
MARCH 4 - COUNSELING/EDUCATION/CAREER SERVICES
Dr. Dick Lovell - Director, Fuller Substance Abuse Treatment Center
Martha Lewis- Principal, Benton Elementcy, Kentucky's 2002
Distinguished Principal
Nathan Bailey- Career Services
MARCH 5 - ADVERTISING/VETERINARY SCIENCE/OPTOMETRY
Slone Hutchison - Advertising Manager. Murray Ledger & Times
Dean Ann Provine - Animal Health Technologist, Carmen Pavilion MSU
Dr. Laurel Van Hom - Optometrist. Eye Care Associates of Kentucky
MARCH 6 - PUBLIC RELATIONS/MARKETING
Elaine Spalding - President, Paducah Chamber of Commerce
Sheny Purdom - Media & Special Events Coordinator, MSU Dev & Alumni
Affairs
Rachel Baker - Marketing, Pelia
Joy Buckingham- Marketing, Pella
MARCH 7 - COUNSELING/NURSING
Cynthia Hart - Counselor, MSU Counseling and Testing Center
Faye Austin- Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner, Murray Pedtatrtcs

Refreshments will be served.
For more information call 762-3279
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1
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Jeffries brings 'new light' to
by Michael Driver

BLACK

a:;sisw.nt l'ollege life editor

HISTORY

MONTH

Black Student Council President
Candace Jeffries at a recent meeting.

Not every student tries to
make a difference: Candace
.Jeffries does.
Jeffries. junior from
Louisville. has servcJ as presidl!nt of the Black Student
Counci l since A ugust 2002 and
been a member since her freshman year.
"I think Candace has brought
a new light to BSC and some
new ideas as far as (where) she
sees BSC going," Tara Pruitt,
senior from Louisville. saiJ. ''1
think that BSC has come up
from being where it was. J
think she has a way of leuing
thl! memhers do what they want
tn do insteaJ of her being the

president and just delegating
what (she thinks) neells to be
done."
From ping-pong tournaments
to gospel explosions. Jdfries is
willing to try <mything BSC
members want to do, Pruitt
said.
..She' s like. ' If you want to
do it, let's go for it."' ~aid
Pruitt, who has known Jeffries
since elementary school.
Jeffries said she hopes she
can accompl ish even more during the next year before graduating in fall 2003 or spring

2004.
''The goal for Ul> this year
was fur us to get more involved
in the community." Jeffries
said. "We've (done) pretly
good things. We've hall more

activities and programs. We
haven't done everything we
wanted to do yet, but we still
have more activities like the
Enstcr-egg hunt."
However, Jeffries also !.aid
there are things in life more
important than extracurricular
activities.
"(My main priority) is
schoolwork because if I don't
have that. I wouldn't be
involveJ in my activities." Jeffries saiJ.
Jeffries said although the
BSC is her top activity-oriented priority since becoming
president, she abo is active in
Voices of Praise Ministry and
the Student Association of
Social Workers. Religion also
i:-i a priority in her life.

"Over the last few years. 1' ve
been really getting involved in
religion." Jeffries said. "It's the
Number I thing in my life righ t
now. (God) is the mnin thing in
my life right now."
Jeffries also has plans for life
after graduation, including further education.
"I' II probably stay here in the
graduate program in social
work," she said.
Jeffries said she picked
social work as her major in
order to become more i nvolvcd
with people and help them deal
with problems.
After gruduate stully, Jeffries
plans to return to ;Louisville
and get a job with a child-welfare program or as a social
worke r for adolescents. Either

way, Jeffries said it is important that people get involved in
the lives of others and try to
make n difference.
"] think (people) have to
have someone that they can use
as a role model or a mentor ,"
she snid. "Not everyone wants
to go to their parents with their
specific problems, and 1 think
that everybody needs someone
they can ask questions."
Jeffries stretches her time
between many different adivities. but she still is able to
maintain perspective on the
things that·mauer in her life.
Said Jeffries: "I've got
school (and) I've got my
frienlls and my family. and
(those are) the most important
th ings in my life right now."

50 Cent revitalizes gangsta-rap genre
by Mich ael Driver
as.-.1stant l·ollcgc life: editor

50 Cent is entering the mainstream with
more bun than the bass on his debut "Get
Rich or Die Tryin' ,··and he backs it up with
a hard edge that ha'> long been missing in
mainstrl!am rap.
Although · he gained notoriety with the
1999 release "Ho\\ to Rob.'' a mix tape
explaining how he planned to rob major rup
players of the time. SO Cent remained nn
underground phenomenon until Eminem
signed him to Shady Record,.
50 Cent':; style is the polar opposite of
Eminem's hyperactive flow. His rhymes
bounce along \\ith a h1id-back ~wngger cmftcd by yt•-ars of frce~tylc rapping und studying
umJer Rufi-D.M.C.'s J)J Jam Master Jay.
The song.' on "Get Rich" nrc all poli\hed
and ready for radio play. Producers Emincm
and Dr. Drc do an adrnirablt: joh of putting

50 Cent at the forefront of the album with
.simplified beats und synth grooves that hum
under the rapper's vocals, which sound
fierce even when he is calm.
The album lloasts 18 songs. three of which
are not listed on the back of the album. Mo5t
of th~: tracks. although eusy to listen to. do
not stand out from the others. However, each
song is performed with an understated inten~ity that belies the mellow tone of 50 Cent's
voice.
50 Cent's rhymes are well-suited for the
album';; down-and-dirty songs, such as
"'What Up Gnngsta" anJ "Heat," and the best
tracks stray into original territory. The first
two singles off "Get R1cH," "In Da Club" and
"Wanksta," bear unique sounds and heavy
production. "Many Men (Wish Death),"
another solid track, featu res n catchy chorus
and some of 50 Cent's best microphone
work.
The album's largest weakness is thematic.

50 Cent, like most MCs. likes to talk abou t
himself, and there is plenty of ground to
cover. Most of the lyric:; on "Get Rich"
revolve around typical gaogsta-rap theme."
such as pimping. dealing drugs, living the
good life. getting shot and shooting. On
"Patiently Waiting," Erninern makes a
cameo appearance, ond it becomes evident
how much more verbal flair anists such as
Erninem, Jay-Z. Ludacris and Mystikal have.
However, 50 Cent is a welcome change of
pace from the cun·enl trenJ of "rapper featuring attractive female singer" that has
spread through the industry.
Whatever 50 Cent lacks in originality he
makes up for in legitimacy. 50 Cent's lyrics
indicate that he lives the life he raps about,
and it has heen years since a mainstream rap
icon has bcl!n $0 convincing. There is u feeling that there are people who legitimately
want 50 Cent dead, and 50 Cent's lyrics indicate he is not afraid to kill to stay alive. He is

happy to reminJ listeners he was once shnt
nine times, and his attitude comes across ns
very reaL
There are already comparisons between 50
Cent and the late, great Tupac Shakur. Whik
both share a similar now and self-assured·
ness, along with a believable stn."Ct persona,
50 Cent lacks Shnkur's in~ightful lyrics.
Shakur has been called the Elvis of rap
music. and 50 Cent has much improving to
do before rc.Khing thm le-.·el.
Hopefully 50 Cent will be given time to
grow as an artist. and he certainly has the
ability to come back and cement his spot
among the top names in rap. The album has
proven a commercial success, already topping I million in sales. and with "Get Rich or
Die Tryin''' playing in just less than 70 minutes, the album offers more quantity for the
money than the majority of new releases.
While 50 Cent may not ~ one of the best in
rap history yet, he has put out the best main-

stream gangtita-rap album in n long time und
a refreshing mainstream alternative in a rap
scene that has begun to fall back on cliches.
Grade: 8 +
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The Murray State News wiD be publlshlnd the top SprlnA Break stories. To submit, e-mail your story to
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Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
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Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowmg how to improve your home, your work, your life.
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DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents. and to form lasting relatronships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.
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Ephedra sparks
debate following
athletes death
Baltimore Onoles pitcher Steve Bechler wru; at
the third workout of spring training when he collapsed on the field from heatstroke Feb. 16. By the
next day he was dead. Bechler was only 23 years
old. He was an athlete. He had a new wife with
whom he was expecnng a daughter in April.
Although the Orioles were traming in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., T lind it hard to believe it got hot
enough in February, or that Bechler was working
hard enough. to warrant a body temperature of I 08
degrees.
Like many other athletes who have died during
training · football players
rts
Korey Stringer of the Minneso·
po
ta Vikings. Rashidi Wheeler of
Northwestern and Devaughn
Darling of Florida State all
died in 2001 - Bechler was
said to have u~ed a dietary supplement containing ephedra, a
plant product that manufacturers sell over-the-counter with
the cla1m it will boost energy
and speed weight loss.
The Food and Drug Administration can't completely ban
dietary supplements right now,
but it did place restrictions on
the w.e of ephedra in 1994
because it "could pose signitiAmanda
cant risks for consumers" Lee
risks that include dizziness.
'Tve alwa s headache. chest pain. hepatitis,
Y stroke. seuures, psychos1s and,
thought, as an · as we've seen. death. The FDA
athlete myself ~imited the amount of eph:dra
' m supplements and requtred
that athletes that it not be mixed with other
such as caffeine.
tend to be stimulants
The NFL banned ephedra.
more confi- The International Olympic
dent, hard- Committee banned it. The
NCAA banned ephedra even
working and before the deaths in 2001 and
healthy than then added it to the year-round
drug-te!>ting program in 2002.
the average
Now that someone ha~ died.
will the substance be banned in
person."
baseball us well'l I don't think
it really even matters. As much
as I would like to think the death of a colleague
would scare players away from something. many
have stated that they use. and will continue using,
dietary supplements that contain ephedra.
I've .always thought, as an athlete myself. that
athletes tend to be more confident, hard-working
and healthy than the averuge person. Yet again and
again, young, strong jocks are using shortcuts to get
ahead.
Will the FDA eventually have ephedra taken off
the shelves? Athletes manage to get illegal steroids
and other drugs, so it probably won't matter.
Maybe awareness of ephedra's dangers will make
athletes quit u~ing the sub:.tance. Bechler's father
:.aid if the label on the Xenadrine RFA-1 his son
was using had wamed of possible death, he would
have kept his son from using it. Right, dad. I don't
believe Bechler's father never heard of those other
dead athletes. And I don't believe he could or would
have ~>topped his son from taking anything that
could make the pitcher more money or increase his
playmg lime.
What's sad is that now an athlete- a husband. a
son, a father - is dead becau!>e of something that's
been proven deadly. What's even more sad is that
athletes are still using !>Upplements containing
ephedra. They want to swing harder, run faster and
have bigger biceps without working in the off season to get them. Those who are willing to work have
a hard time keeping up with the guys who pop pills.
But at least they aren't dead.
Fonner Murray State baseball player Kirk Rueter.
now a pitcher lor the San Francisco Giants, commented on the increasing competitiveness in sports
and the use of shortcuts. He -;aid, "It's not like it
used to be, even when I tirst started. You used to be
able to come into camp a little bit out of shape and
work your way within the two months. Now most of
the guys come in pretty well ready to go. You want
to be m that c;ame situation But I don't think you
want to take the risk of using a supplement that
could be dangerous to your health."
Unfortunately. not all major leaguers have
Rueter's mind~et. Bechler's fonner minor-league
teammate and current Blue Jays pitcher Josh Towers said, ..Let's be real. Who doesn't take it? It's a
common thing m clubhouse, whether it's Xenadnne
or Stacker 2 or some form of ephednnc. Over t.he
course of a 162 ·game season. sometime!> you need a
pick-me-up."
Well. Jo~h. sometimes that pick-me·up will kill ·
you. Is it worth it?
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Amanda Lee is assistam sports editor for "The
Murray Swu Nell's."
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by Chris jung
s p o rts edito r
On a night reserved for
senior recognition, it was
junior forward Cuthbert Victor who stole the spotlight
Monday in the Racer's 10079 win against Tennessee
State.
Victor had a game-high 25
points to go along with 10
rebounds as Murray State
(15- 11. 8-7 Ohio Valley Conference) stayed in contention
for a top-four seed in next
week ' s OVC Tournament.
Tennessee State remains winJess in conference play.
Nearly 3,200 fans at the
Regional Special Events Center watched as five seniors
played in their final regularseason home game; center
James Singleton, guard Antonio Henderson. guard Kevin
Paschel, forward Antione
Whelchel and forward Chi-wale Bedeau all were in the
Racers' starting lineup and
honored at halftime.
Smgleion, one of six Racers who scored in double figures. chipped in his 15th double-double of the season with
24 points and a game:.high 12
rebounds. Singleton was 7of-8 from the field, including
1-of- 1 from the 3-point line
and 9-of-1 0 from the freethrow line. His shooting
helped the Racers shoot a
76.7 percent (23-of-30) from
the field in the first half.
"I was really pleased with
how we opened the game and
the way our offense played in
the first half," Head Couch
Tcvester Anderson said.
''Every guy on our team came
out with a lot of intensity. and
I thought it showed with how
our offense executed during
the opening 20 minutes."
MSU was able to build a

rela)(ed and free. and that's a
scary thing because they have
some talent."
Following a 30-second
timeout with 4:50 remaining,
two free throws by Victor
sparked a 13-0 run to give
MSU the 21-point margin of
victory.
Shumate finished with 17
points and five assists;
Whelchel and Jones dropped
lO points each. MSU led the
entire game. had 52 points off
the bench as a team and had a
23-to-1 0 assist-to-turnover
ratio.
The Racers travel to Tennessee-Martin at 6 p.m. Saturday for a battle with the
Skyhawks in MSU ' s regularseason finale. The Racers
will try to avoid a .500 conference record. which would
be their first since the 198384 season. A victory on Saturday coupled with an Eastem Illinois loss in one of its
final two regular-season

games would . mean MSU
would clinch a "top-four seed
in the OVC Tournament.

allowing the Racer~ to host a
first-round game Tuesday.

.

Ryan Brooks/ The News

(Left) Senior center James Singleton goes up for two of his 24 points. The Chicago native was honored on Senior Night.
(Right) Junior forward Cuthcrt Victor scores two of his 2S points during MSU 's 100-79 win Monday against TSU.

by Kyser Lough
c ollege life editor
You can call me Dunker.
For the past two years. I have entertained
crowds and cheered on the Racers from within a
brown horse costume. While it may sound
strange. being a mascot i:s one of my favorite
things to do. Just to clarify. it is being a mascot
that I enjoy; there is no twisted, perverted plea-

sure dcri ved from it like in that MTV special on
bizarre fetishes. That is just gross.
The rush of getting inside that costume and
running out and being a big goof in front of a
crowd of cheering fans is incredible. IL is amat.ing all the things Dunker can get away with just
because he is Dunker. If a random fan came over
and plopped down in University President King
Alexander's lap. it would be a whole different
story than if the fun-loving mascot did the same.
A typical basketball game starts for me about
an hour before the game begins. Arriving at the
stadium. I lay out every part of the costume and
make sure I have everything neces~ary for the
night . If things go well, Qunker makes a pregame
appearance to greet the fans, shoot some hoops
and try and work in a drum solo with the Racer
Band.
Part of a mascot's duty is to act as a cheerleader and get the crowd pumped up, so as soon
as the clock hits 00:00 and the teams get introduced. you can find Dunker out there flipping
around and cheering with the cheerleaders and
Racer Girls.
Throughout the course of a game, Dunker will
wander around the stadium, stopping for every
child he sees. Children are part of what makes
being the mascot so fun. To see children' s eyes
light up when they see Dunker coming is a great
feeling.
It has reached the point where I expect to see
the same children in the same seats, and I look
for ' thcm each game. The embarrassing part of it
all comes later when I am out of the costume. 1
see one of them and give them a big smile, forgetting I am not Dunker anymore. They usually
just stare at me like. "Who the heck is this
strange guy?"
However. for every five children who run up
and hug me and give me high-fives. there is
always one who screams bloody murder at first
sight. These are the ones I focus on the most, as
it is a very delicate thing to deal with a child who
is scared of me. Once they come around though.
they usually turn out to be the biggest Dunker
supporters of all.
Besides personal visits with the younger fans, a
game is spent entertaining the crowd in whatever
way possible. Whether it be throwing a napkins

.

Ryan Brooks/the News

The identity of Murray State's mascot,
"Dunker,~ was revealed to the crowd during
halftime at .Monday's basketball game.

ovc
Overall
19-7
x-Morehead State 13·2
x·Austin Peay
11-3
18-7
x-Tennessee l"l'Ch 9-5
16-11
13-13
x·Ea!>tem Illinois
8-6
x·Murrily State
8-7
15-11
x·Tcnnessec·Martin 7-8
14-12
x-Eastcm Kentucky 5-9
11·14
x·SEMO
4·10
10-17
Tennessee Statt•
0-14
2-23
x-clillclted OVC Toumnmmtlwtlr

March 1
Murray State® Tennl'SSl'C·Martin,
6p.m.
Eastern Illinois @ Tt.•nnessec Tech,
7:30p.m.
Morehead State® Au~hn Peay,
7·'0p.m.
SEMO @Tennessee State, 7:30 p.m.

... .

61-42 halftime lead with contributions by Hender~on. who
had 10 points in the first half,
Whelchel and junior guard
Rick Jones. who both had
eight first-half points. and
junior guard Chris Shumute,
who had seven points.
However,
the
Racers
cooled in lhe second half,
shooting only 36.7 percent
( 11-of-30) from the field, and
went nearly five-and-a-hulf
minutes without a field goal
beginning at the 13:30 mark .
As a result. MSU's 22-point
lead was cut to nine with 8:20
remaining following a jumper
by TSU's Garrett Richardson.
"Obviously. ! wasn't happy
with the way we played at
times during the second half.
but we closed the last three or
four minutes with a flurry.
and that was Important,"
Anderc;on said. "We knew
TSU was a dangerous team
because they're playing very

Narrative comes straight ·from horse's mouth

OVC Men's Basketball
Schedule
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Racers start hot, win 100-79

OVC Men's Basketball
Standings
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OVC Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc

Overall

x·Austin Pl'ilY
1-1 ·0
22·3
x·Eastcm Kentucky 10·5
18·9
x-S£~10
9-5
15·10
x-Morehead State
9·6
16·10
x·Tcnnes~t't.' ·Martin 8·7
11-15
x-Tennesscc Tech
5·9
10·14
Ea~tern Illinois
4-10
5-20
8-18
x-Murray State
4-11
Tcnne:.;scc!>tate
2· 12
4·20
x-di11clted OVC 'foumtllltt'lll berth

OVC Women's Basketball
Schedule
March 1
Murray State@ Tennessee-Martin,
4p.m.
Morehead State@ Austin Peay,
5:30p.m.
Eastern Illinois@ 'I cnncssee Tt"h,
5:30p.m.
SE~10@ Tcnncs!"Ce State, 5:30p.m.

into the stands or falling over an entire row (.)f
folding chairs, this is the most fun and most
strenuous part of being a mascot .
Granted, there are always several fans who get
royally upset when I steal their hat or mess with
th~ir hair. I' II usually rub it in a bit, just to spite
the fact that they are being a poor sport and a big
brat. and then move on to the next person .
There is one thing I have always wanted to do
on the court but have never been able to, and that
is dunk a basketball. It is bad enough that white
men can't jump, but a white man dressed like a
horse REALLY can't jump. Sadly. springboards
and trampolines are prohibited under NCAA and
Ohio Valley Conference guidelines, so I am still
trying to figure out how to get up to the net to fulfill my moniker.
Many people ask me about how hot I get in the
suit, and let me tell you, it gets pretty warm. 1
once heard that the average mascot loses I 0
pounds of water weight by sweating during a
game. That may seem a little much. but it is
amazing how much you sweat in that thing. When ,
I come out at the end of the game, it looks I ike I
have just been in the shower for three hours.
There have been only a few in:stance~ where the
heat has gotten the better of me. and those
involved dehydration from not drinking enough
liquids before the game. The only other major
problem that could come from being a mascot is
being too out-of-~hape to perform. The suit swallows every move the person inside makes. which
means that every single motion has to he exaggerated. This can put a lot of strain on the person
behind the ma:sk; there have been mornings after
games where 1 wake up almo~t unable to move
from being so sore.
However, even with the soreness and the sweat
and the heat, most of the time it is not even
noticeable. I get so wrapped up with the fun of
being Dunker that everything else fades away. at
least until I run back to take a break and realit:e I
am about to pass out .
So there you have it, an inside look into what it
is like to be the mascot for Murray State. It is not
certain whether or not I will be Dunker again
next year. Maybe it is time to pass it on to someone else. Either way. l've enjoyed every second
of it and am glad for the experience.

Intramural Basketball
Championship

OVC Men's Baseball
Standings
Overall
Austin Peay
Murray State
SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin

4·0

Ea~tcm lllinoi~

0·2
0-3

Morehead State

Men's
Beavers vs. Billy Ho's

1·0

1·2

Women's
Quiet Stonn vs. Tadpolt• Paddywack

1-l
0·0
0·0
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Schnaken..g earns
District IV honors

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the students who have supported our
basketball team this season. You don't know
how much it means to our players and
coaches to look down at the end of the court
and see the student section completely
packed.
We have had an up-and-down season. We
got off to a very good start with a 7-4 nonconference record. We believed that our
tough schedule and road wins during this
part of our season would prepare our team to
make a strong run in the Ohio Valley Conference. We stancd conference play with a
convincing win against Tennessee Tech at
home, and our team looked ready to have a
great conference season.
We were defeated in our next game on a
buzzer beater by Austin Peay. Our players
and coaching staff are both frustrated with
our ~.:onfcrencc record (8-7) because we are
so close to having a 12-2 record at this
point. Five of our seven losses are by an
average of three points. which is just one
possession during an entire game. Two of
those five losses were on shots taken with
less than two seconds remaining in the
game. 1f the ball had bounced the other way
just a few ti~es this season. our record
would be right along with the conference
leaders.
The Racers continue to work hard every
day in practice. We have one regular-season
conference gume remaining at UT-Martin on
Saturday ·night. If we win. there is a good
chance we will host u game Tuesday night
for the first round of the conference tournament. Our players and staff truly believe that
when the OVC Tournament begins. we have
a great chance to defend our title and make
another NCAA Tournament appearance.
Again, thank you for all of your support
Our goal is to finis h this season strong and
mukc all of you proud to be Racers!

Senior forwa rd Beth
Schnakenberg
was
named to the Verizon
Academic All-District
IV Women's B:.sketball
Second Team. The Col·
lege Sports lnformotion
Directors of America
announced the awards
Feb. 21.
Schnakenberg is the
second: leading scorer
in the Ohio Valley Conference wit,h 17.6 points
per game and is fifth in
rebounding (6.8}. She is
an exercise science
major with. a 'cumulative GP A of 3.63.
Austin Peay's Brooke
Armistead and Morehead State's Travece
Turner also were select·
ed from the OVC.
Student athletes must
have a GPA of 3.2 or
higher and be a signifi·
cant team contributor
to be nominated.

Women earn spot
in OVC tournament
The women's basket·
ball team defeated Eastern Kentucky 71-68 on
Monday night to gain a
spot in the OVC Championship · Tournament.
EKU led the entire first
half, but Murray State
made a comeback in the
second half and pulled
off the win.
Murray State is 8-18
overall and 4· 11 in the
OVC. The RnCl'I'S wt•rt'
led by senior forward
Beth
Schnakenb~rg,
who had 19 points and
five rebound~. Senior
guard Khadija Head
added 15 points .111s}
five stenls, and freshman post Lori Trum blee had 13 point:. and

OVC Action
Women's Scores

Feb. 22
Tennessee-Martin 88
Eastern Kentucky 80
Morehead State 81
Murray State 73
Austin Peay 79
Southeast Missouri 78
Tennessee Tech 81
Tennessee State 58

Feb.24
Morehead State 79
Tennessee-Martin 65

Jenny Hi!hn/The News

~ l e m hers

of the men's basketball team take the court with their families to accept Senior ~ ight honors. G ua rds Ke, ·in Pascbcl and Antonio J-lenden on and forwards Antione W helchel, Cbiwale Bedeau
and James Sin~ leto n played their final home basketball game on M onday. T he Racers defeated l e nnessec State 100-74 a nd will play in their regular-season finale a t 6 p.m. Satur da)' against Tennessee~tart in . With a win and an Eastern Illinois loss, MSU would host a farst-round game.

five rebounds.
The OVC Champi·
onship
Tournament
features eight teams
and will begin March 4.
The Racers also were
in action this week at
Morehead State. The
Engles defeated MSU
81 -73.
St·hnak~:'nberg
again led the team with
a game-high 25 points
and 11 rebound::..
MSU wraps up its
regular-season :;chedulc at 4 p.m. Satttrday
against Tennes:,ee-Martin.

Track and field
take on SEMO
The men's and women's
tra~k-and-field
teams traveled to Cape
Girardeau, 111., on Friday to compete i1\ the
Southeast
,l\1issourj
State Indoor Invitational. The women placed
third of four teams with
22 points, and the men

fell 64-27 to host SEMO
in the two-team competition.
Lauren Wilson had a
first-place finish in the
1,000-meter run with a
time of 3 minutes, 11.3
seconds. junior sprinter
Joan Lettman and freshman distance runner
Megan Rainville earned
third-place finishes for
the
Murray
State
\•:omen. Leitman ran
the 200-meter dash in
25.8, and Rainville finished the 3,000-meter
run with a time of
11:,1.2.
junior Brinn Knippen
plact'd second in two
throwing events for the
men. He threw 56 feet,
2 inches in shot put nnd
55-10 I /2 in the weigh t
throw. D,wid Claybrooks nlso earrwd top
finishes for the Racers.
Cl<~ybrooks rnn the 55meter hurdles in 8.14
for a sccond-plnce fin ·
ish. He placed iirst in

the 300-meter dash
with a time of 30.9.
Both teams will compete in the OVC Indoor
Championships today
and Saturday at Eastern
Illinois University.

Murray State 71
Eastern Kentucky 68
Austin Peay 73
Tennessee Tech 58

Men's Scores

The team has added
games to its schedule to
make up for cancelled
games. Murray State
will host an <1dditional
game this w~ekend
against Illinois Slate,
and n home game
against Xavier was
added to the schedule.
Other games may be
added in the future.

Snow forces 'Breds
to after schedule
The Murray State
Thoroughbreds' games
on
Tuesday
and
Wednesday were not
played
because
of
snow.
The
'Breds
were
scheduled to play at
Vanderbilt on Tuesday
and Southern lllinois
on Wednesday, but
snow
accumulation
caused the Vanderbilt
gamf to be canceled
and the sru game to be
postponed.
The ' Breds have had
nine games canceled or
postponed this season,
which was scheduled to
open Feb. 15.

Feb. 20
Morehead State 104
Tennessee-Martin 76
Eastern Kentucky 73
Murray State 71
Eastern Illinois 80
Austin Peay 76

Feb. 22
Tennessee-Martin 78
Eastern Kentucky 70

TV·ll to televise
tape-delayed games

Morehead State 77
Murray State 74

MSU TV-11 will air
tape-delayed
broadcasts of the men's and
women's
basketball
games against Tennessee-Martin on Mon·

Tennessee Tech 101
Tennessee State 72
Austin Peay 63
Southeast Missouri 56

day.
The men's g;m1c ~;11
be televised al 7 p.m.,
followt.'d by the women's gnme Cit 9 p.m.

Sports Briefly is compiled
by assista11J sports ettitor
Amanda Lee..
•
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TEAM.
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In <he Kentucky Anny
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1-dlnl a team throuJh
difficul t siwa clona. M ost
Guan:i m e mbers . .,..... one
w - l<e nd a mon<h a nd cwo
...,...... a year, loav lna you
wl<h ple nty o( dmo f orachoof, friends and family.
jo'" our- team and leam co
load. In the Kent ucky Army
Nat ional Guard. YOU CAN!
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THE SOONER YOU FINISH YOUR HOMEWORK,
THE SOONER YOU CAN PRESS PLAY.

Pet Sitting

House Sitting

WEWILL TEND
Fi~n. Fc~rherc-.1 Fr«n,ls,
as \1.~11 as any other Furry l•r

RJos, felines,

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
w ith MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.

non-furry crmers 1n rhe~r own
hom<" cnvtronmem.

Shawn Maxwell

753-614 7

•

02003 Blod:buster Inc

Consumer Credrt Counseling
JS n nonprofit commu·
nay \~!'icc dedica1ed to helping you re\tew your income and
e~penses anJ develop a plan to conquer your deb!.

13y participating in our Debt Manng.:ment program you can
paying off your debts with one stmple monlhly p:tymenl
CCCS can usually work with your creditors to reduce your
rntmmum monthly payments and, in some cases, reduce ol
clinunatc interest charges. late fees and over·thc·lirnit fees .

Take a One Hour Vacation from
the Winter Blah ·s

&tart

CCCS is wllh hoth the Better Bustnr:s~ Bureau and the
National Federation for Consumer Credil Counseling ruttl 1\
accredited through tbe Counc11 ofChtldren & Faunly
Scr.ice~ on Financial Management/Credu Counseling. We
now have telephone counseling and evening hours.

1406 N. 12th Street, Murray
Phone: 753-4200
Fax: 753-4204

-

Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from lhe winter blah's We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gilt Certificates are always available. Please call Sheila, Lese,
Carla or Holly for your appointment,

~c~'t

Tlaottn

(ill

f(1..Yfiere 'Everyone VesenJes a

Maid e n Alley Cin e m a
11 2 Maiden Alley
Do wntown Paducah
MO VIE LINE: 441-7007
www.ma•denalleycrnema.com

One 1lour 'llaca tion."

NEXT WEEK - - - - - -

767-0045

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr Square • Murray
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Big Muddy Film Festival
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"Chicaro"
I:.W p.m.

7 .OS p.m•

- . ......,

.l:~ll p m. ~:15 p.m. <PG-13}
~

''Life of Da vid Gale"
12:50 l>.m. 7t20 p m.
.\:1!1 p.m. lltSO p m.
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Schedule good Fn ~eb n l••u !.Ia• 6
Showl1mes br!o'f' b p.m on S:tt 6. Su'l on I·~·

1008 CheMnut St. · 753-3314
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Role model:

Complex:

Paducah teacher recruits Singleton

Alexander>Science building ·
'remains our top priority' ....·-·

From Page 1
whenever I bring him candy. they play
wei! People ask me who my favorite
team i~ . and I always say the Racers."
Jason Smith, 17 -year-old of Murray,
said senior guard Antonio Henderson
gave him his cell-phone number in
case he ever needed to talk.
"1 called him from class, but I did
not get in trouble," Smith ~aid. "He is
my friend, and he is a real good basketball player."
Smith also was thrilled to have his
picture taken in the locker room with
Singleton.
Singleton's parents, Margie and
Armstard Singleton, said they think
highly of their ~on's achievements and
attitude. They drove all the way from
Chicago to make Monday's game
against Tennessee State. even though
Margie had to be at work at 5 the next

morning.
" I am very proud of (James),"
Margie said. "He is a positive influence and helpful to others. This is the
last game ami the Senior Night. l had
to be here. 1 could not miss it."
Armstard said Singleton wa~ always
a good kid who stayed out of trouble.
"We've never had any problems
with James," Armstard said. "H e
relates to kids and talks to them about
gangs and staying out of trouble.''
Jackie Hahn, teacher at Lone Oak
Middle School in Paducah. has
recruited S ingleton to speak with her
students about choosing the right road
in life.
"When my kids wrote about their
role models for an essay contest, nearly all of them wrote about athletes,"
Hahn said . "However. l needed a local

athlete to speak with them. When I
met James. l was very impressed with
his respect and manners. My students
think saying 'yes ma'am' and 'no
ma'am' is a language of nerds. So, I
thought James cou ld show them that it
is not."
Hahn said she brought a videotape
of Singleton's ba~ketball performance
to play for her classroom, and her StU·
dents responded more than enthusiastically.
"James wi ll speak about peer pressure and about his childhood growing
up in Chicago," Hahn said. " He will
also tell them that you do not have to
be rich to go to school or have family
money to be someone. James knew
long ago that if he was going to be
somebody, he would have to be the
one to decide it."

•

From Page 1
Alexander said the second phase will
be more costly.
" It remains our top priority,"
Alexander said. "If we're going to
have top-quality science faculty
(and) top-qua lity science students,
we certainly need to have a faci lity
that produces graduates in these
areas."
Based on a rec~mmendation from
_the Council on Postsecondary Education, the University plans to demolish Blackburn after the other complex
is completed, Alexander said. Jt
would have been equally costly to
renovate the old building.
"(The CPE) recommended that
(Blackburn) was in such bad shape,
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we use ($1 million) of that second.
phase to demolish Blackburn,"
Alexander said .
·
The first phase of the complex is
under construction on Hamilton
Avenue; the second phase of construction will be to its south.
::
Alexander said Western Kentuck,X
University also Q.egan construction
on a new science bui lding last year. If
has remained on the same schedule.
"We just added a s ign out front so.
people can see what will be there,'!
Alexander said. "We want people to
know what's going on here and why
they're inconvenienced with the
fencing and variations of the park~
ing."
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Hours

10% discount off tannin.e Packa.ees. swimwear
and lotions with MSU r.o.
New SW\rnwear has arrived Just In
tlme for SPrint Break!

Mon. ·11lli"S.
8 a.m.· 10 P.m.

A1. &- sar.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

Closed SOOdaY

753-3333

8

a.m.· 9 P.m.

OPEN
Mon.
10 i.m. to 4 p.m.
lues· Thu~.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Frl. & Sat.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

if-. w•n llti!Dm .,_ fiN .....u.r

One matlnee showt.Dg oDly
at Cheri Theatre Sat. March 1 @ 1:15 p .m.

Phone:
767-0486

Fax:
753-7993

a,rasQlD~

•nl

The temporary closing of Dutch Essenhaus does not effect us.

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine l ettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More
C~rtlfled

Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

Call 753-1622 for info

TRY OUR CANADIAN
• CHEESE SOUP!

Prizes & Giveaways
at
the matinee

Call for your order to go...767-0606
COMB AND DINE WITII OUR ACF CHBF MEMBERS --..,1~~~

Located across from Bradley Boo k s.

Advertise with The Murray State News!

804

753-6656

Chestnut St.

Come in and check out
our Spring Specials!
"Home of the special Bean Roll"

Pick up or
delivery

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ

· IPri'e lUn(h Menu
Open Mon. - sat.
11 a.m. - 12 a.m.

Free delivery
4 p.m.· close

·----------------------·
: Large J. Topping :

I.

Pizza for $6''

I
I
1

m•

I
I

:a:or

I
I

I
• Expires 4/16/03 • Not good with any other special 1

·----------------------·
2 $999

Enjoy two all-you· I
can-eat pizza 8 I
~
spagatti lunch
1
bullets including drink! 1
I~ Mon.· Fri. · 11 a.m.· 2 p.m. I
I~ • Expires 4/16/03 • Not good with any other special I
r

-

I

·----------------------·
$ .. 099
&
I •
r
I ~ :a:Or

P-Jones
..._ .. .-c: ...

~c
Must be 21 to Stax for the bandl

I.
I

...

corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866

1
I

Enjoy two all·you· I
ean-eat pizza 8 I
spagatti dinner
bullets including drink! 1
Moa. • Prl. • 41~0 p.aa. • 9 p.aa.
U San. • All da~

1
I

..t.

• Expires 4/16/03 • Not good with any other special I

·----------------------·

